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1.0 Introduction

The 53SL5100 Controller is capable of functioning as any one of four selectable application-specific (AS) 
instruments. The instrument application is selected with the front panel push buttons by entering the appro-
priate number (1 through 4 respectively) into a designated database location. The four instrument selec-
tions are:

1. Single Loop (PID) Controller - a PID controller that fulfills the requirements of a majority of 
process applications. It is used with other devices in a standard feedback control loop to 
automatically control a process variable (PV) at a predetermined setpoint (SP). The 
proportional, integral, and derivative (PID) terms can be activated as needed.

2. Analog Backup Controller - for operations requiring computer backup. It is used where a 
remote computer is normally controlling the final element directly. In this configuration, the 
controller acts as a control signal selector and as an automatic backup to the computer. The 
controller continually adjusts its output to match the feedback signal from the final element so 
that transfer to on-line operation is bumpless.

3. Ratio (PID) Controller - for applications where one variable must automatically be maintained 
in definite proportion to another variable. The PID algorithm is executed to maintain a 
controlled line at a predetermined proportion to the uncontrolled or wild line.

4. Automatic/Manual Station - for installations requiring a single station automatic/manual 
selector. In Auto, the Auto input is passed directly through the station to the output. In Manual, 
the station acts as a manual loader for direct operator control of the process.

Each of the four instrument selections has its own unique display of process attributes (e.g., process vari-
able, output, etc.) as well as a supplemental parameter display that is invoked by pressing a front panel 
push button. The parameter display provides quick access to view and/or alter three values such as 
% Proportional Band, Reset (integral action), and Rate (derivative action). The instrument is configured at 
the factory to display these three values, but the parameter display selections can be altered.

1.1 Scope of Book
Information in this book is presented as text, visuals, and tables. All three are required, but the text has 
been minimized wherever possible. The tables provide either summary information or procedural steps to 
perform a specific task.

Figure 1-1 illustrates the information layout of this book. The table in the figure summarizes the book sec-
tions that must be referenced as determined by the instrument application (e.g., Single Loop Controller, 
etc.), and if the instrument is pre-configured at the factory. Instruments that are not pre-configured at the 
factory have a standard factory configuration. 

The sections of this book contain the following information:

• Section 1, Introduction: This section contains preliminary product and book information as well 
as the product specifications.

• Section 2, Installation: This section provides instrument mounting information, power wiring 
instructions, and signal wiring instructions.

• Section 3, Front Panel: This section provides illustrations that describe typical instrument 
displays; a general description of the front panel push button functions; and procedures to 
display a datapoint, alter a datapoint, default the database, and enter a password key. Also 
provided are operating procedures for the Hand-Held Configurer.

• Section 4, Configuration Parameters: This section describes the data format types, the factory 
standard configuration selections for the instrument, and presents the database configuration 
Introduction       1
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parameters in tables, by function.

• Section 5, Single Loop (PID) Controller, Section 6, Analog Backup Controller,
Section 7, Ratio (PID) Controller, Section 8, Automatic/Manual Station

Sections 5, 6, 7 and 8 use the same structure for presentation, but differ in content.  Each 
section provides:

• overview information of the instrument in a process loop, 
• the block diagram of the instrument for that specific application, 
• an explanation of the front panel push button functions, 
• a configuration example of the display, and 
• abbreviated configuration tables

• Section 9, Parameter Display: This section provides procedures to edit parameter values and 
to configure the Parameter Display.

• Section 10, Instrument Tuning: This section provides three methods to tune the instrument:  
Trial and Error, Proportional Cycle, and Step Response (Ziegler-Nichols).

• Section 11, EASY-TUNE: This section provides information to initiate EASY-TUNE and to 
modify the tuning parameters. It also provides definitions of the tuning sequence status pa ra 
meters .

• Section 12, Maintenance: This section provides the calibration information for the analog 
input/output zero and span settings. It also has the hardware reset procedure, parts list, and 
illustrated parts breakdown of the instrument.

• Appendix A, Discrete Contact Output CCO: This appendix illustrates various circuit layouts for 
the  Discrete Contact Output CCO0.

• Appendix B, Communications: This appendix provides reference information for the binary 
communication mode.

• Appendix C, Database: This appendix lists all of the database parameters in alphanumeric 
order. 
2         Introduction
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Figure 1-1. Information Layout of Book
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1.2 Model Number Breakdown
Refer to the MicroMod data sheet or data tag for the model number of the product furnished. The details of 
a specific number are as follows:

53 SL 5 1 _ _ A 2 1 A _ _
Engineering File Reference:
Controllers, Regulators,
and Accessories    53
Single Loop Controller    SL
Design Designation: Fixed Data 5
Number of Control Loops:
One Loop 1

Power Requirements
AC (120/240) 1
DC (24) 2
Functional Requirements
Standard 1
Standard with Factory Configuration 2
Design Level A
Enclosure Type
DIN 72 x 144 mm Bezel 2
Main Rear Terminal Requirement
Standard Rear Terminal 1
Chassis
Standard A
Safety Classification
General Purpose A
FM Approved: Non-incendive for Class 1, Div. 2, Groups A,B,C, & D B
Conforming Coating
Not Required X
Required A
4         Introduction
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1.3 Specifications

Table 1-1. Specifications

Item Specification(s)

Power Requirements (as specified)

Power Consumption (AC/DC operation)

Internal Power Supply:
Available Power Output for Transmitters

Output Ripple

22 - 26 V dc
108-132 V rms
216 - 264 V rms
50/60 Hz

36 VA maximum

25 V dc ± 1 V dc @ 80 mA maximum, short 
circuit protected.

200 mV p-p maximum

Analog Input (ANI0, ANI1) Signals (all analog 
inputs are referenced to signal common)
Quantity 

Signal Range 

Input Impedance 

Measurement Accuracy

2 (ANI0, ANI1) 

0 - 5 V dc or 1 - 5 V dc (0 - 20 mA and 4 - 20 
mA dc respectively).

 Note: The rear terminal board has the 
appropriate resistors for ANI0 and ANI1.

1 megohm minimum for voltage inputs; value of 
ranging resistor for current signals.

±0.1% of span

Contact Input CCI0 Signal (is referenced to 
power common)
Quantity

Type

Permitted Contact Resistance

Open/Close Contact Duration

Contact Recognition Level Closed

Contact Recognition Level Open

1 (CCI0)

discrete input

100 ohm maximum

for open recognition: 0.05 seconds minimum
for closed recognition: 0.05 seconds minimum

1 V dc maximum

4 V dc to 24 V dc
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Analog Output (ANO0) Signal (is referenced to 
power common)
Quantity

Signal Range

Load Range

Accuracy

1 (ANO0)

0 - 20 mA DC (4 - 20 mA dc typically)

0 - 750 ohms

± 0.2% of span

Switch Output (CCO0, CCO1) Signals
(are referenced to power common)
Quantity

Type

Configuration

Voltage

Current

1 (CCO0)

solid state switch output

solid state equivalent of a single pole single 
throw, normally open or normally closed con-
tacts referenced to common.

30 V dc maximum

50 mA dc maximum

Datalink Communication RS485, four wire, asynchronous; baud rates 
between 300 and 28,800 inclusive.

Sampling and Update Attributes:
Program Scan Rate

Analog Input Signal Sampling Rate

Contact Input Signal Sampling Rate

Display Update

Output Signal Update

0.05 seconds

0.05 seconds

0.05 seconds

0.10 seconds

0.05 seconds

Environmental Characteristics
Controlled Environment

Ambient Temperature Limits

Relative Humidity Limits

Temperature Effects on Accuracy

Enclosed temperature controlled location 
(Class A and B per ISA-S71.01 1985)

4 - 52°C (40 - 125°F)

10 - 90% maximum

± 0.28% per 28°C (50°F) change from refer-
ence temperature 25°C (77°F)

Table 1-1. Specifications (Continued)

Item Specification(s)
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Environmental Characteristics (Cont’d):
Transient Immunity (all circuits)

EMI Susceptibility

Enclosure Classification/Environment

Shock

Vibration

Drop and Topple

Safety Classification

ANSI C37.90a - 1974/IEEE Std 472- 974:
Ring Wave: 1.5 MHz, 3 kV, 60 pulses/s for 2.0 s

SAMA PMC 33.1-1978: Class 3-abc: no effect 
at 30 V/m, at 27, 146, and 446 MHz

Panel Mounted Equipment: No enclosure rat-
ing. Designed to be installed in a user provided 
panel or enclosure.

Rated for installation in a Pollution Degree 2 
location per U.L. 508-1989/Controlled Environ-
ment per CSA C22.2 No. 142-M1987. An 
indoor, temperature controlled location (Control 
Room or Shop Floor) where normally, only non-
conductive pollution occurs; however, tempo-
rary conductivity caused by condensation may 
be expected.

Location in environments more severe than 
those stated requires supplementary protec-
tion.

0.5 g

SAMA PMC 31.1-1978; point-to-point constant 
displacement 0.05 in. (1.27 mm), 5 - 14 Hz: 0.5 
g, 14 - 200 Hz.

SAMA PMC 31.1-1978; Tilt 30 degrees from 
horizontal and fall freely to a hard surface, all 
sides, front and back.

General Purpose: Complies with ANSI/ISA 
S82.01-1988, Safety Standard for Electrical 
and Electronic Test Measuring, Controlling and 
Related Equipment; General Requirements 
and S82.03-1988 Safety Standard for Electrical 
and Electronic Test, Measuring, Controlling and 
Related Equipment; Electrical and Electronic 
Process Measurement and Control Equipment.

FM Approved: Nonincendive for Class 1, Divi-
sion 2, Groups A, B, C, & D.

Table 1-1. Specifications (Continued)

Item Specification(s)
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Physical Characteristics
Material of Construction:
Case

Circuit Boards

Bezel

Dimensions

Flush Panel Mounting

Electrical Connections

Weight

Front Panel Display

Front Panel Push Buttons

Steel, black enamel

Glass epoxy

ULTEM 1000 (Polyethermide Resin)
Flammability-UL94 5V

2.844W x 5.656H x 12.906L (inches)
73W x 144H x 329L (mm)

0.125 inch - 1 inch thickness
(3.2 mm - 25.4 mm)

Screw type terminal block at rear of casework

5 Ibs (2.3 kg)

96 x 48 dot addressable

10 membrane type switches

Control Ranges
Proportional Band

Integral

Derivative

2 - 1000% and OFF

0.02 - 200 minutes/repeat or Manual Reset 
from 0-100%

0.01 - 8 minutes and OFF

Table 1-1. Specifications (Continued)

Item Specification(s)
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2.0 Installation

2.1 Inspection
An itemized list of all items in the shipment is attached to the shipping container. Inspect the equipment 
upon arrival for damage that may have occurred during shipment. All damage claims should be reported to 
the responsible shipping agent before installation is attempted. If damage is such that faulty operation is 
likely to result, the MicroMod Service Department should be notified.

Inspect the packing material before discarding it as a precaution to prevent loosing mounting hardware or 
special instructions that may have been included with the shipment. Normal care in the handling and instal-
lation of this equipment will contribute toward its satisfactory performance.

2.2 Location
The Series 53SL5100 Controller is supplied with an enclosure designed specifically for indoor mounting. 
The installation site selected should be dry, well lighted, and vibration free. The ambient temperature 
should be stable and maintained within the specified minimum and maximum temperature limits listed in  
Section 1.3, Specifications, of this Instruction Bulletin.

The Controller can be supplied for use with a 24 V dc supply or 120, 220 and 240 V ac line service. Instru-
ment power requirements are given on the instrument data tag.

2.3 Mounting

2.3.1 General
It is normally not necessary to open the instrument case during installation. If the instrument must be 
removed from the case, refer to Section 12 for details. Incorrect procedures may damage the instrument.

The controller can be flush panel mounted, either as a single unit or side by side in multiple fashion. Appro-
priate mounting hardware is supplied by MicroMod. Outline dimensions and panel cutout requirements for 
case mounting are shown in Figure 2-1.

The dimensions given for spacing between instruments were selected on the basis of 1/8” thick panel 
strength. Panel strength must be considered when multiple case mounting is required. As the panel cut-out 
becomes longer it may be necessary to install supporting members. Because the panel area between 
instrument rows becomes weaker as the cut-out becomes longer to the point where the panel offers very 
little support. It is recommended that the 9 inch minimum center line dimension between horizontally 
mounted rows be increased as the number of units increases, or that the panel strip be stiffened.

The rear of the instrument case must be supported to prevent paneldistortion. Mount an angle iron or simi-
lar member along the bottom of the cases as indicated in Figure 2-2. If the panel is to be moved the instru-
ment cases must be tied down to prevent damage.

If multiple mounted instruments are installed in a panel that tilts back, it may be necessary to support the 
instruments so the panel does not sag. The downward weight should be supported by additional panel 
supports and/or by increasing panel thickness.

2.3.2 Mounting Procedure 
For single and multiple case mounting the instruments are furnished with a trim collar (mounting frame). 
Figure 2-2 illustrates the installation and use of the trim collar (mounting frame). Trim collars (mounting 
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frames) are available in various sizes and are supplied to conform with the particular panel cut-out.

To install single or multiple mounted instruments in a prepared panel cut-out, proceed as follows.

1. Remove the through-case shipping bolt.

2. Slip the trim collar (mounting frame) over the rear of the case and slide it forward to the front of 
the case.

3. Slide the instrument case through the panel opening.

a. Single mounting case - support the weight of the case and attach the top and bottom 
mounting brackets. Tighten the bracket screws.

b. Multiple mounted cases - MicroMod spacer bars and self-adhesive pads must be used 
between the cases, as shown in Figure 2-3. Start the installation from the right (when 
facing the panel), installing the spacers as each case is added. Also, as each case is 
positioned in place, install and tighten the top and bottom mounting brackets. Each case 
must be tight against the previous case.

✎     Note Mounting brackets and trim collars (mounting frames) are packaged 
separately. Check the shipment carefully to prevent loss of 
mounting hardware.

✎     Note Spacers are not required on the outside of the right and left cases.
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Figure 2-1. Outline Dimensions and Panel Cut-Out Requirements
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Figure 2-2. Single or Multiple Panel Mounting

Figure 2-3. Intercase Spacing
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2.4 Connections

2.4.1 Preparatory 
The 53SL5100A can be configured as a Single Loop Controller, Analog Backup Controller, Ratio Control-
ler, or an Automatic/Manual Station. Therefore, prior to electrical interconnection, the particular instrument 
configuration should be determined with all assigned inputs and outputs identified to assure proper signal 
routing.

2.4.2 Wiring Procedure
Provisions for electrical interconnections are located at the rear of the instrument case. Under ideal condi-
tions the use of shielded cable may not be required. In noisy locations all system input, output and power 
wiring should be enclosed in electrical conduit. System interconnection cables (except for power cables) 
should be fabricated from 2-wire shielded signal cable. Signal transmission distance should not exceed the 
limit specified for the particular transmitter (refer to applicable technical literature provided for the respec-
tive device). Polarity must be observed when connecting the remote transmitters to the controller.

The controller has a vertically mounted terminal board (TB1) for signal interconnections and a horizontally 
mounted terminal board (TB2) for power wiring. Both terminal boards are located at the rear of the instru-
ment case.  

2.4.2.1 Power Input (As Specified)

2.4.2.1.1 DC Power 

Reference Figure 2-4 and connect the remote 24 V dc power supply to the controller, as follows:

1. Connect (+) input line, via remote SPST switch, to terminal L1.

2. Connect (-) input line to the system bus bar. The bus bar should be connected to a good earth 
ground (#8 AWG wire is recommended). Individual wires should be run from the controller 
Power Common (PC) and Signal Common (SC) terminals to the bus bar. The chassis should 
be grounded by connecting terminal G to earth ground.

 SNAP-OUT 
TERMINAL STRIPS

Both terminal boards, TB1 and TB2, have removable plug-in 
connector strips. The upper strip for TB1 has connectors 1 
through 12 and the lower strip has connectors 13 through 22. All 
of the connectors are on a single strip for TB2. To remove a 
connector strip, grasp it securely on both sides with the thumb 
and forefinger and pull it straight out. Each strip is keyed and has 
one scalloped side so that after the wires are connected, it can not 
be inadvertently misaligned when inserted.

✎     Note The screw terminals on the back of the instrument are designed for 
12 - 24 AWG wire. It is important that the wire be stripped to expose 
1/2 inch of conductor before installation.

∆      Warning Instruments that are powered from an ac line service constitute a 
potential electric shock hazard to the user. Make certain that these 
system ac power lines are disconnected from the operating branch 
circuit before attempting electrical interconnections.
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2.4.2.1.2 AC Power 

Reference Figure 2-4 and connect the specified line service (110-120, 220-240 V ac, 50 or 60 Hz) to the 
controller, as follows:

1. Connect the phase or hot line L, via a remote power disconnect switch or circuit breaker, to 
terminal L1.

2. Connect the neutral line N to terminal L2 for 110-120 V ac. Connect the neutral line N to 
terminal L3 for 220-240 V ac. 

3. Connect Power Common to a good earth ground (#12 AWG wire is recommended).

4. The instrument case should be grounded by connecting terminal G to earth ground at the 
source of supply (green/green-yellow ground). 

5.

2.4.2.2 Current / Voltage Input to ANI0 and ANI1

When the input signal is from a 4-20 mA current transmitter, a precision 250 ohms (± 0.1%) resistor is 
required. (The resistor tolerance is critical, as the resistor is used to accurately convert the current signal 
from the transmitter, which is typically 4-20 mA, to a specified analog input voltage of 1 to 5 V dc). The 
back of the rear terminal board has the appropriate resistors (R1 and R2, respectively ) for ANI0 and ANI1. 
If the input signal is already a voltage signal, its corresponding resistor should be removed.

2.4.2.3 Contact Input to CCI0 

A separate contact input signal to CCI0 can be used for remote enabling of the setpoint, computer control, 
or auto control depending on the controller mode of operation. One side of each remote contact must be 
connected to power common as illustrated in Figure 2-4. Minimum opened or closed recognition time for 
the remote contact must be 0.05 seconds.

2.4.2.4 Current Output From ANO0 

A current output signal is available for transmission to the process final control element. The current output 
signal, 4 to 20 mA, will vary in direct proportion to the process variable being displayed, e.g., volumetric 
flow rate, mass flow rate, operating pressure, etc.

Observe proper polarity when connecting the controller to the remote analog instrument.

2.4.2.5 Contact Output CCO0 

A discrete contact output (CCO0) is identified in Figure 2-4. The discrete output is a solid state switch with 
a rating of 30 V dc, 50 mA maximum. It is referenced to power common.

✎     Note Use of a common bus bar is recommended to minimize potential 
voltage differences that may occur as the result of ground current 
loops, e.g., potential difference between separate signal grounds, 
power grounds, etc.

✎     Notes All supply connections include surge protection rated at 275 V ac 
normal mode.

To minimize possible interference, ac power wiring should be routed 
away from signal wiring.
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The contact output is assigned and used depending on the controller configured mode of operation.

When this contact is connected to an inductive load, an external arc suppression network is required for 
contact protection.

2.4.2.6 Datalink Connections

Datalink is an interrogator/responder serial interface capable of supporting 32 instruments on a single net-
work. It uses an RS485 physical interface. The Datalink wiring diagram for this instrument is provided as 
Figure 2-5. Complete coverage of the Datalink is provided in the SUPERVISOR-PC Instruction Bulletin 
53SU5000.

2.4.3 Factory Set Calibration 
Each unit contains individual factory set entries that calibrate the two analog inputs and analog output. 
There is a calibration sheet supplied with each instrument that should be retained for future reference 
when the installation is completed. Refer to Section 12.3 for additional information.

2.5 Grounding
Installations are expected to have access to an independent, high quality, noise-free point of earth refer-
ence. The system should be connected by a dedicated, low resistance (less than one ohm) lead wire 
directly to the installation’s point of earth reference. This ground reference is referred to as the Instrumen-
tation Ground. If an instrumentation ground reference does not exist in the installation, an earth ground 
electrode should be established with an independent grounding rod or groundgrid mesh. Grounding con-
nections are described in Section 2.4.2.1.1 and Section 2.4.2.1.2.
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Figure 2-4. Controller Rear Power and Signal Terminal Boards
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Figure 2-5. Datalink Installation Diagram
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3.0 Front Panel

3.1 Front Panel Introduction
The front panel of the instrument contains the display and all push buttons used to change display presen-
tations and parameters. The front panel has a gas discharge 96 X 48 dot matrix display, a six pushbutton 
vertical keypad, and a four pushbutton horizontal keypad. It also has a configuration port DIN plug, which is 
concealed behind the identification tag pull-down door. To open this door, press on the lower front edge. 
Front panel display information is presented as bar graphs with associated alphanumerics or as alphanu-
merics only. (See Figure 3-1.)

3.2 Front Panel Display
The bar graph display is a visual indication of the process events monitored and subsequently altered 
either by the instrument or other device. This instrument provides three unique bar graph displays and one 
alphanumeric parameter display. Bar graph response dynamics as well as the alphanumerics on all of the 
display types are selected when the instrument is configured. 

There are four configurable operating modes, called control strategies (CS1-4). The control strategies are:

• CS1, Single Loop PID Controller

• CS2, Analog Backup Controller 

• CS3, Ratio Controller

• CS4, Automatic/Manual Station

Two of the control strategies, CS1 and CS2, have identical bar graph presentations; that is why there are 
three, rather than four, unique bar graph types. Each control strategy (CS1 - CS4) also has a pushbutton 

Figure 3-1. Front Panel
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selectable parameter display. Although the contents of the parameter display are selectable configuration 
items, the display format is identical for each of the four control strategies.

Any display type can have a portion of its contents overlaid with an ALARM indicator. If the instrument is 
manually set to engineering mode, the display can be overlaid with the CONFIGURATION or DISPLAY 
data entry line. Alarm indicators warn of variation changes that exceed tolerance limits; the process may 
require immediate attention. The engineering mode (EMODE) overlay provides a single entry line for data 
display and alteration.

The three bar graph display types for CS1-4 and the parameter display, with appropriate call outs, are illus-
trated in Figure 3-2 through Figure 3-5. Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7 illustrate displays with alarm and config-
uration overlays.     

Figure 3-2. CS1, Single Loop PID Controller or CS2, Analog Backup Controller
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Figure 3-3. CS3, Ratio Controller

Figure 3-4. CS4, Automatic/Manual Station
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Figure 3-5. CS1 - CS4 Parameter Display

Figure 3-6. Alarm Overlay
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3.3 Front Panel Pushbuttons
The front panel pushbuttons are used to vary the display presentation, to select instrument operator or 
engineering modes, and to select local or remote setpoint levels. In engineering mode, (EMODE) they are 
also used to display and/or alter database parameters which are presented as single line datapoints in the 
configuration overlay.

Pushbutton operator mode functions differ slightly with each control strategy implemented; however, the 
engineering mode pushbutton functions are identical for all four control strategies.

General pushbutton functions are illustrated in Figure 3-8 below and defined in Table 3-1 on the facing 
page. The summary table in Figure 3-8 shows the functional differences of the push buttons by control 

Figure 3-7. Configure Overlay
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strategy. These differences are included as part of the push button descriptions provided in each individual 
control strategy section of the book.

Figure 3-8. Front Panel Pushbuttons
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Table 3-1. Pushbutton Functions

Push-
button Title Operator Mode Engineering Mode

R/L Remote/Local 
Select

This pushbutton is used to select 
between Remote setpoint control 
and Local setpoint control.
When in Remote, an R appears 
in the lower right of the display. 
When in Local, an L appears in                       
the lower right of the display.

↑ Setpoint Increase
(EMODE Character 
Select)

The setpoint indicator  increases 
(rises) when this pushbutton is 
pressed and held. Release the 
pushbutton when the desired 
setpoint level is reached. This 
pushbutton is for Local operation 
only.

For configure or display 
functions, the character set 
displays one character at a 
time in ascending 
alphanumeric order when this 
pushbutton is pressed and 
held. Release the push button 
when the desired character, 
number, or symbol appears. 
For configure or display 
functions, the character set 
displays one character at a 
time in descending 
alphanumeric order when this 
push button is held pressed. 
Release the pushbutton when 
the desired character, number, 
or symbol appears.

↓ Setpoint Decrease
(EMODE Character  
Select)

The setpoint indicator decreases 
(falls) when this push button is 
pressed and held. Release the 
pushbutton when the desired 
setpoint level is reached.  This 
pushbutton is for Local operation 
only.

For configure or display 
functions, the character set 
displays one character at a 
time in descending 
alphanumeric order when this 
pushbutton is pressed and 
held. Release the pushbutton 
when the desired character, 
number, or symbol appears. 
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A/M Auto/Manual Select This pushbutton is the Auto/
Manual mode toggle. When 
toggled to Auto, an A appears 
before the R or L (for Remote or 
Local), in the lower middle right 
of the display. When toggled to 
Manual, an M appears before the 
R or L (for Remote or Local), in 
the lower right of the display. 
Auto indicates the process is 
under instrument control. Manual 
indicates the process is 
controlled by the instrument 
panel pushbuttons (e.g., output 
increase and decrease.

← Output Decrease 
(EMODE Cursor 
Control)

The output indicator decreases 
when this pushbutton is pressed 
and held. Release the 
pushbutton when the desired 
output level is reached. This 
pushbutton is for Manual 
operation only.

For configure or display 
functions, the cursor shifts one 
position to the left each time 
this button is pressed. When 
pressed and held, characters 
continue to shift left one 
position at a time. Maximum 
character length is 10 
characters (9 character shifts).

→ Output Increase 
(EMODE Cursor 
Control)

The output indicator increases 
when this pushbutton is pressed 
and held. Release the push 
button when the desired output 
level is reached. This push 
button is for Manual operation 
only.

For configure or display 
functions, the cursor shifts one 
position to the right each time 
this button is pressed. When 
pressed and held, characters 
continue to shift right one 
position at a time. Maximum 
character length is 10 
characters (9 character shifts).

F1, F2 Page Forward and 
Page Back

These two push buttons have 
similar functions, but work in 
reverse of one another. They are 
the bar graph - Param display 
toggles. The two display types 
interchange and alternately 
appear each time either one of 
these two pushbuttons is 
pressed.

Pushbutton F2 is used to 
select the configure or display 
functions in EMODE. Pressing 
F2 in EMODE alternately 
selects one function or the 
other.

Table 3-1. Pushbutton Functions (Continued)

Push-
button Title Operator Mode Engineering Mode
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F3 (EMODE ENTER key) In the configuration function, 
pressing this pushbutton 
causes the addressed 
datapoint to be altered with the 
character string that was 
entered with the EMODE 
Cursor Control and Character 
Select pushbuttons. In display 
function, pressing this 
pushbutton causes the 
addressed datapoint to display 
its contents.

● Mode Select/Alarm 
Reset

This pushbutton clears the flashing ALARM message, but the 
alarm indication remains until the process variable is restored 
within tolerable limits past dead band. It is also used to toggle 
between Operator and Engineering modes. If no ALARM 
message is present, pressing this pushbutton will toggle the 
instrument between Operator mode and Engineering mode.

Table 3-1. Pushbutton Functions (Continued)

Push-
button Title Operator Mode Engineering Mode
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3.3.1 Displaying a Datapoint
The following procedure illustrates how to enter EMODE and use the display function to access the con-
tents of datapoint A001 (A1). The displayed contents will be PERCENT.  Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 are 
supporting illustrations for the display procedure which is described in Table 3-2. It should be noted that 
EMODE has a 20 second timeout if it is accessed and its functions (e.g., configure or display) are not used.

 

Table 3-2. Procedures to Display a Datapoint

Step Press Shift 
Result

Press to 
Locate

Target 
Char. Result

1 MODE Puts instrument in EMODE.

2 If DISPLAY does not appear, press F2.

3 F3 Displays entry line: POINT   .

4 ↑ A Puts A on entry line: POINT   .A.

5 ← .A∆ ↑ 1 Shifts A and puts 1 on entry line: POINT  .A1.

6 F3 Enters address to display datapoint contents. 
The address and the contents are displayed as 
follows:  A1  PERCENT.

7 MODE Returns instrument to operator mode.

Note: ∆ = space

Figure 3-9. POINT.A1
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3.3.2 Altering a Datapoint
The following procedure illustrates how to enter EMODE and use the configuration function to alter the 
contents of datapoint B000 (B0) with a 97. Entering a 97 in B00 invokes the display test which strobes the 
display matrix dots on and off at 5 second intervals (approximate). When off, a perimeter of dots still 
remains lit. Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12 are display test illustrations that support the procedure provided in 
Table 3-3.  It should be noted that EMODE has a 20 second timeout if it is accessed and its functions (e.g., 
configure or display) are not used.

Figure 3-10. A1 PERCENT

Table 3-3. Procedures to Alter a Datapoint

Step Press Shift 
Result

Press to 
Locate

Target 
Char. Result

1 MODE Puts instrument in EMODE.

2 If CONFIGURE does not appear, press F2.

3 F3 Displays entry line: POINT   .  
(If the prompt KEY? appears, see Table 3-5.)

4 ↑ B Puts B on entry line: POINT   .B.

5 ← .B∆ ↑ 0 Shifts B and puts 0 on entry line: POINT  .B0.

6 ← .B0∆ ↑ 0 Shifts B0 and puts 0 on entry line: POINT  .B00.

7 F3 Displays contents of B00 (0).

8 hold→ .
locator

B00 contents shifted right; only locator point 
remains on the entry line: B00  .

9 ↑ 9 Puts 9 on entry line: B00  .9.

10 ← .9∆ ↑ 7 Shifts 9 and puts 7 on entry line: B00  .97.

11 F3 Enters 97 in B00 to start the display test.
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12 To stop test, change B00 contents from 97 to 00 (Instrument Suspend State).

13 MODE Returns instrument to operator mode.

Note: ∆ = space.

Figure 3-11. Checkerboard Pattern

Figure 3-12. Perimeter Dots Lit

Table 3-3. Procedures to Alter a Datapoint (Continued)

Step Press Shift 
Result

Press to 
Locate

Target 
Char. Result
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3.3.3 Defaulting the Database
Defaulting the database sets all non-instrument-specific datapoint parameters to predetermined values, 
then suspends the instrument which is indicated by the logo presented on the display. When instrument 
operation is suspended, instrument algorithmic control ceases. 

The procedure to default the database is presented in Table 3-4 and the display logo is illustrated in 
Figure 3-13. Entering a 98 in datapoint B00 defaults the database. If it is desired to suspend instrument 
operation without defaulting the database, enter a 00 in lieu of a 98 into B00. The defaulted database val-
ues are provided in the configuration tables of Section 4 and the database tables in Appendix C, Database, 
under the column headed Default. Those parameter values that are left unaltered when the database is 
defaulted are identified with gray-tone shading in the Default column of the tables. It should be noted that 
EMODE has a 20 second timeout if it is accessed and its functions (e.g., configure or display) are not used. 

Figure 3-13. Display Logo

Table 3-4. Defaulting the Database

Step Press Shift 
Result

Press to 
Locate

Target 
Char. Result

1 MODE Puts instrument in EMODE.

2 If CONFIGURE does not appear, press F2.

3 F3 Displays entry line: POINT   .  
(If the prompt KEY? appears, see Table 3-5.)

4 ↑ B Puts B on entry line: POINT   .B.

5 ← .B∆ ↑ 0 Shifts B and puts 0 on entry line: POINT  .B0.

6 ← .B0∆ ↑ 0 Shifts B0 and puts 0 on entry line: POINT  .B00.

7 F3 Displays contents of B00 (0).
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8 hold→ .
locator

B00 contents shifted right; only locator point 
remains on the entry line: B00  .

9 ↑ 9 Puts 9 on entry line: B00  .9.

10 ← .9∆ ↑ 8 Shifts 9 and puts 8 on entry line: B00  .98.

11 F3 Enters 98 in B00 to default the database.

12 MODE Returns instrument to operator mode.

Note: ∆ = space.

Table 3-4. Defaulting the Database (Continued)

Step Press Shift 
Result

Press to 
Locate

Target 
Char. Result
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3.3.4 Responding to the Prompt KEY?
When the password prompt KEY? appears, it indicates a password was set with an external device (e.g., 
Hand-Held Configurer, PC, etc.). The password can not be set via the front panel keys. A password key is 
a maximum of 10 numeric characters (numbers 0-9 only). It does not impede display functions in EMODE 
but must be unlocked to perform configuration functions. 
 

✎     Notes A password key is NOT SET FOR NEW INSTRUMENTS from the 
factory; therefore, if it is set, it had to have been done locally. The 
password must first be obtained from the originator before the 
procedure in Table 3-5 can be used to access the EMODE 
configuration function capabilities. 

Table 3-5. Entering a Key Password

Step Press Shift 
Result

Press to 
Locate

Target 
Char. Result

1 MODE Puts instrument in EMODE.

2 If CONFIGURE does not appear, press F2.

3 F3 Displays password query: KEY?   .  

4 ↑ N Puts first password number on entry line: 
KEY?   .N.

5 ← .N∆ ↑ N Shifts N and puts second password number on 
entry line: KEY?   .NN.

6 ← .NN∆ ↑ N Shifts NN and puts third password number on entry 
line: KEY?   .NNN.

7 Repeat Step 6 until all of the password characters are entered.

8 F3 It enters the password key and displays the entry 
line: POINT   . the EMODE configuration function is 
now accessible for use.

Note: ∆ = space, N = any numeric value 0-9.
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Figure 3-14 illustrates the KEY? prompt.

3.4 Front Panel Pushbutton Alternatives
There are four alternative methods other than the front panel push buttons for accessing and changing 
database parameters. All four methods to display and/or alter database parameters are listed as follows:

1. Using an IBM PC compatible computer running the MC5FIG.EXE configuration program that is 
supplied as part of the 53HC3300 software package. This procedure is included in the 
instructions with the software.

2. Using an IBM PC compatible computer running the configuration program that is supplied as 
part of the 53WS5000 software package. This procedure is included in the instructions with the 
software.

3. Using a SUPERVISOR-PC with configuration software. This procedure is provided in the 
SUPERVISOR-PC Instruction Bulletin (IB 53SUS000).

4. Using the MicroMod Hand-Held Configurer (or any ASCII RS-232 terminal) connected to the 
configuration port DIN plug on the front panel of the controller. This procedure, using the 
Hand-Held Configurer, is described in the remainder of this chapter.

Figure 3-15 illustrates the Hand-Held Configurer and PC DIN plug cables necessary to configure an instru-
ment for the four alternative methods described. The PC cable type (9 pin or 25 pin) is dependent upon the 

Figure 3-14. The KEY? Prompt
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PC communications connector.  

Figure 3-15. Front Connection Configuration Options
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3.4.1 Using the Hand-Held Configurer
The Hand-Held Configurer (HHC) is a portable terminal designed to interface with the instrument through 
the configuration port that is located behind the pull-down door on the front panel of the instrument (see 
Figure 3-1).

The HHC is available in two versions:

1. A Standard HHC with capabilities to display or alter specifically addressed parameters in the 
instrument database. The part number to order this HHC is 69881821101.

2. An HHC with memory function capabilities to save the entire database of an instrument onto a 
removable storage cartridge or load an instrument database from the HHC storage cartridge. 
The part number to order this HHC is 6988182U02.

3.4.1.1 Hand-Held Configurer Set Up 

The Hand-Held Configurer is shipped pre-configured to operate with the instrument. If the HHC does not 
operate correctly, check the configuration by entering set up mode. To enter HHC set up mode, press 
CONTROL, SHIFT, and F1 simultaneously. The correct configuration is shown below.

If the configuration is not correct, it can be altered while in set up mode.  When set up mode is entered, the 
current baud rate setting is displayed on the top line; the following choices are also displayed:

If the baud rate setting is incorrect, it can be changed by pressing F1.  Each time the F1 key is pressed, an 
optional setting for the parameter is displayed on the top line. When the desired setting appears, press F2 
to select it and see the current setting for the next parameter (or press F3 to select it and see the current 
setting for the previous parameter). If the setting is not correct, use F1 to cycle through available settings. 
All parameters can be checked and changed in this way.

Press F4 (Quit) to exit set up mode; any changes made will stay in effect until the HHC is disconnected.

Use F5 to save changes to the instrument’s memory; the Hand-Held Configurer can then be disconnected 
and the changes to the instrument will remain in effect.

Option Selection Option Selection Option Selection

Baud 9600 Display PE Enabled Handshake Disabled

Data Bits* 7 Repeat Fast Self Test Disabled

Parity** Space Echo Disabled

* Not applicable for U02 version. 
**Parity = None for U02 version.

Key Selection

F1 Change Parameter

F2 Next

F3 Previous

F4 Quit

F5 Save
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3.4.1.2 Displaying a Database Parameter

To display a database parameter, press D and enter the parameter ID, then press ENTER. The current value 
of the parameter is displayed. The parameter ID is the data type identifier (B, L, C, H, F, and A) and point 
number as described in Figure 4-1 in Section 4. For example, to display the value of datapoint B12, press:

D B12 <ENTER>

The value presently assigned to B12 is displayed. 

Values displayed with the D command are formatted as follows:

Pressing ENTER after pressing D automatically recalls the last data base parameter ID used.

Pressing N after pressing D causes the next parameter of the same data type to be displayed. (The NEXT 
command N only works with index numbers below 256.)

3.4.1.3 Altering a Database Parameter

To modify a value or enter a new value press P and the parameter ID followed by ENTER. Then press the 
keys corresponding to the value to be assigned, followed by ENTER. For example, to set B00 to 97 to initiate 
the display test, press:

P B0 <ENTER> 097 <ENTER>

Values entered with the PUT command P must be formatted as follows:

In general, all modification inputs are limited to the first ten characters of the field. 
For B data type parameters, the value entered must be between 0 and 255. 
For L data type parameters, the value must be 1 or 0.

All responses are completed by pressing ENTER. 

Pressing ENTER after pressing P automatically recalls the last database parameter. 

Pressing N after pressing P causes the next parameter of the same data type to be displayed. (The NEXT 
command N only works with index numbers below 256.)

3.4.1.4 Setting or Changing a Password Key

As a security feature, the instrument can be configured so that a password key is required to access the 
Engineering Mode configuration function. The password key can only be set by the Hand-Held Configurer, 
or the 53HC3300 or 53WS5000 software packages via a PC, or SUPERVISOR-PC, and not by the instru-
ment front panel keys. 

A password key is a special data type (Q1) that is displayed or configured just like any other data type 
using the Hand-Held Configurer. The value assigned to a password key must be an ASCII numeric string 

Data Type Data Format

B Are three digit characters 000-255.

L Is a one digit character 0 or 1.

C & H Are ten digit characters including digits, 
decimal point and sign (when negative). 
Zero = 0.0

F Are five characters or less.

A & Q Are ten characters or less.
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up to 10 characters because instrument front panel password entry permits only numbers (0-9) as KEY? 
input characters. To remove a password key completely, press CTRL 0 (hold CTRL and press 0), then ENTER.

3.4.1.5 Storage Cartridge Transfer

The procedure for saving or loading the database or calibration constants of an instrument to/from a stor-
age cartridge is as follows:

1. Insert the cartridge containing the desired database in the HHC. The cartridge is inserted by 
placing it into the recess at the back of the HHC with the cartridge label facing outward and up, 
then sliding the cartridge down until it is firmly seated. When loading to the instrument, verify 
that the write protect switch (when present) on the cartridge has been pushed to its outside 
position. When saving to the cartridge the write protect switch must be toward the inside.

2. To initiate the TRANSFER operation, press T at the command entry point. The following menu 
appears:

MEMORY TRANSFER 
F1-TO CONTROLLER 
F2-FROM CONTROLLER

3. Press either F1 or F2 to select the desired operation. Pressing CTRL-C aborts the operation. 
Depending on which selection is made, one of the following two menus is displayed:     

a. If F1 is selected, the following menu appears:

F1-CALIBRATE 
F2-DATABASE 
F3-PROGRAM (not applicable for this instrument)

      Based on which selection from this menu is made the following operations can occur:

• F1-CALIBRATE: This selection copies the calibration values of the standard analog 
inputs and outputs to the controller. These are values that were previously saved to 
the storage cartridge with a memory transfer from the controller. This transfer takes 
approximately 1 second.

• F2-DATABASE: This selection copies the database, less the calibration values, and 
the assigned instrument address to the instrument. Transfer takes approximately 12 
seconds.

• F3-PROGRAM: This selection is not applicable for this instrument.
b. If F2 is selected, the following menu appears:

FP-DATABASE 
F3-PROGRAM (not applicable)

Based on which selection from this menu is made, the following operations can occur:

• F2- DATABASE: This operation copies the entire database, all B, L, C, H, A, and F 
datapoint values, in the instrument to the storage cartridge. Transfer takes approxi-
mately 12 seconds.

• F3- PROGRAM: This operation is not applicable forthis instrument.
When the transfer begins, a message is displayed indicating the transfer has started. Another 
message appears when the transfer is completed. If the transfer fails, an error message is 
displayed instead of the transfer completed message. If an error does occur, resolve the cause 
and re-initiate the transfer. A transfer error should not be ignored, as a partial transfer may 
cause the HHC cartridge to contain corrupted data. The HHC returns to the command entry 
mode if the transfer is successful or if it is halted with an error message.
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3.4.1.6 Sample Hand-Held Configurer Commands

Table 3-6 provides a sample of typical Hand-Held Configurer Display (D), Put (P), and Memory Transfer 
(T) commands. 

Table 3-6. Typical HHC Commands

Key Entries Displayed Data Result

D B001 <ENTER> D B001 XXX Displays contents of B001.

D N <ENTER> D B002 XXX Displays contents of B002.

D <ENTER> D B002 XXX B002 contents still displayed.

P C256 <ENTER> 200 <ENTER> P C256 200 Alters contents of C256 to 200.

P <ENTER> 150 <ENTER> PC256 150 Alters contents of C256 to 150.

P N 200 <ENTER> P C257 200 Alters contents of C257 to 200.

T <ENTER> MEMORY TRANSFER
F1 - TO CONTROLLER
F2 - FROM CONTROLLER
                      ♦
                      ♦
                      ♦
TRANSFER FINISHED

Displays memory transfer query 
to either send database 
information (or analog 
constants) to the instrument, or 
receive database information (or 
analog constants) from the 
instrument.

Note: XXX = Displayed characters from addressed datapoint.
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4.0 Configuration Parameters

The configuration parameters provide the latitude to define the instrument’s personality attributes, so that 
while still functioning within its designed specifications, it can perform application requirements with greater 
refinement. 

Typical configuration parameters are the fine tuning variables to set the instrument’s responsiveness: the 
indicator zero point and span; the display tag names; engineering units of the process variable; and alarm 
limits, etc. IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO DEFINE ALL OF THE CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS, as 
commonly used preset values may not have to be altered, certain parameter selections eliminate others, 
and the process application itself may not require specific instrument attributes.

Although all resident in a memory database as datapoints, the configuration parameters are clustered into 
modular groups that may have specific hardware identities (e.g., the ANI, ANO, CCI, and CCO circuits 
illustrated in Figure 4-1 through Figure 4-4), or may represent software-controlled functions that are not 
specific to any one hardware element.

4.1 Datapoint Types
A parameter can be any one of six data types. Each data type represents a specific data format: integers, 
alphanumeric text strings, etc. A database module containing multiple parameters can have a mix of data 
types. The data types are defined in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1. Datapoint Types

Type Byte Size Format

L 1 bit Represents a single binary bit that can have the value of 0 or 1.

B 1 Represents a positive integer with values from 0 to 255.

C 3 Represents real analog (floating point) values that have a 
resolution of one part in 32,768 (15 bits) and a dynamic range of 
± 1038.

H 5 Represents high precision analog (floating point) values that 
have a resolution of one part in 2 billion (31 bits) and a dynamic 
range of ± 1038.

A 10 Represents text strings that can be 10 characters long.

F 5 Represents text strings that can be 5 characters long.
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4.2 Factory Standard Configuration 
The instrument is shipped from the factory configured as summarized in Table 4-2.

If the state of the database is unknown, the instrument can be returned to the factory standard 
configuration with two datapoint entries:

1. Set B00 to 98 to default the database.

2. Set B00 to 1 to start functioning as a Single Loop Controller.

If the unit is to be operated online, it must be installed as described in Section 2, Installation. 
ANI0 (PV Input) and ANO0 (Output) must be connected, and the unit must have power applied.

Table 4-2. Factory Standard Configuration

Datapoint Value Attribute

B000 1 This value indicates Single Loop PID Controller operation.

C106 100 Proportional Band = 100%.

C107 0 No Reset (TR) action.

C108 0 No Derivative (TD) action.

B335 1 No Alarms.

C256 100 ANI0 Engineering Span Input (Process Variable [PV] Input) = 0% - 100%.

L416 0 ANI0 Input Voltage Range is 1 - 5 V. 

L106 1 Reverse Switch is set so that the instrument output decreases as PV increases.

L115 0 Remote Setpoint Disabled indicates the setpoint value established in Local 
mode remains in effect when the instrument is placed in Remote mode.

Displays

1. As configured: Display of Single Loop Controller, Analog Back-up Controller,
   Ratio Controller, or Automatic Manual Station

2. Parameter 1 Display
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4.3 Configuring the Database Modules
The datapoints in the database modules must be changed to reflect required alterations in the factory stan-
dard configuration or when the instrument is re-configured. 

There are generally four datapoint parameter types contained in the eight database modules. The 
parameter types affect Datalink communications, display indications, input-output signals, and instrument 
responsiveness. The eight database modules are described in Table 4-3. 

Although it is not an absolute criterion, it is assumed the modules will be configured in the table Item order; 
however, if the instrument is to be connected to a Datalink network, item 7, Communication Module, should 
be configured first. By configuring the Communication Module first, the remaining datapoint values can be 
entered via the 53SU5000 PC configuration option, as described in IB 53SU5000.

Table 4-3 is also a pointer to the descriptions of the database modules; the descriptions are presented as 
Table 4-4 through Table 4-11. (The gray tone shading in the default cell of a datapoint indicates the 
datapoint contents are left unchanged after default.)   

Table 4-3. Database Module Descriptions

Item Title Purpose See This 
Table

1 Analog Input 
Module

This module is used to configure the voltage input characteristics 
(e.g., input voltage range) and how the input signal is interpreted 
(linear or square root representation).

Table 4-4

2 Analog Output 
Module

The primary purpose of this module is to set the 0 - 20 mA output 
signal relative to the displayed percent output.

Table 4-5

3 Contact Input 
Module

This module allows the action of the CCI to be reversed (normally 
a closed contact = 1, but can be changed to = 0).

Table 4-6

4 Contact Output 
Module

This module allows the action of a CCO to be reversed (normally 
a closed contact = 1, but can be changed to = 0).

Table 4-7

5 Controller 
Module

The primary purpose of this module is to set the 4-8 instrument’s 
responsiveness, Alarm Limits t & 2, Alarm Dead Band, and the 
range limits (e.g., 0 - 100, -20 - 80, etc.).

Table 4-8

6 Parameter 
Display Module

This module provides quick pushbutton display access to any 
three selected datapoints for viewing or modifying (e.g., Alarm 
Limits 1 & 2 and Alarm Dead Band) without the necessity of 
entering Engineering mode and addressing the datapoints.

Table 4-9

7 Communication 
Module

This module is used to configure the Datalink port parameters 
(e.g., baud rate, parity selection, etc.).

Table 4-10

8 System Module The primary purpose of this module is to select and initiate the 
instrument mode of operation, and set the display brightness.

Table 4-11
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Table 4-4. Analog Input Module

Title Symbol ANI0 
Datapoint

ANI1 
Datapoint Default Attributes

Purpose: This module is used to configure input voltage characteristics (e.g., input voltage range), and 
how the input signal is interpreted (linear or square root representation).

Analog Input
(Display Only)

ANI H000 H001 0 This is the value in engineering units of the 
measured input after all signal conditioning 
has been applied.

Engineering 
Span

SPAN C256 C257 100 This determines the upper range the 
analog input represents in engineering 
units. The upper range value equals 
Engineering Zero plus Engineering Span.

Engineering 
Zero

ZERO C276 C277 0 This is the lower range value.

Digital Filter 
Index

DFILT B269 B270 3 This controls a first order filter that is 
applied to the input signal. The time 
constant is entered as an index value as 
follows:

0 - No Smoothing (no effect)

1 - 0.05 s
2 - 0.1 s
3 - 0.3 s
4 - 0.7 s
5 - 1.5 s

6 - 3.1 s
7 - 6.3 s
8 - 12.7 s
9 - 25.5 s
10 - 51.1 s

11 -102 s
12 - 205 s
13 - 410 s
14 - 819 s
15 - 1638 s

0 - 5 V Input NOBIAS L416 L417 0 Setting this parameter to 1 indicates the 
input range is from 0 - 5 volts (0-20mA). 
0 indicates the input range is from 1 - 5 
volts (4-20 mA).

Square Root 
Signal

SQRT L440 L441 0 When a 0, it indicates the analog input 
signal should be interpreted linearly. 
When 1, it indicates the analog input signal 
should be interpreted as a square root 
representation of the value. 
When square root is selected, input 
signals less than 1% (10% input range) 
force the input to its zero value.

Calibrate Zero CIZ B263 B264 This is the calibration zero adjustment. 
This parameter is factory set  and should 
not need adjustment under normal 
operation. See Section 12 for adjustment.

Calibrate Span CIS C296 C297 This is the calibration span adjustment. 
This parameter is factory set and should 
not need adjustment under normal 
operation. See Section 12 for adjustment.
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Tag Name AITAG A224 A225 ANI0
ANI1

It is an assignable 10 character name for 
the analog input (ANI0, ANI1).

Engineering 
Units

AIEU A298 A299 Percent It is assignable for units of measure the 
ANI represents (e.g., GPM for gallons/
minute).

Figure 4-1. ANIO/1

Figure 4-2. ANO0

✎     Note Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 are graphical representations of the 
signal conditioning that occurs on the instrument main board. They 
are provided for reference purposes only.

Table 4-4. Analog Input Module (Continued)

Title Symbol ANI0 
Datapoint

ANI1 
Datapoint Default Attributes
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Table 4-5. Analog Output Module

Title Symbol ANO0 
Datapoint Default Attribute

Purpose: The primary purpose of this module is to set the 0 - 20 mA output signal relative to the displayed 
percent out.

Analog Output 
(Display Only)

ANO C000 0 The value in this datapoint represents the percent of 
output to be generated by hardware (e.g., 100% 
output = 20 mA).

0 - 20 mA 
Output

OZBASE L472 0 When a 0, the percentage output generates a 4 - 20 
mA signal. When set to 1, the percentage output 
generates a 0 - 20 mA signal.

Calibrate Zero COZ B267 This is the calibration zero adjustment. This 
parameter is factory set and should not need 
adjustment under normal operation. See Section 12 
for adjustment.

Calibrate Span COS C300 This is the calibration span adjustment. This 
parameter Is factory set and should not need 
adjustment under normal operation. See Section 12 
for adjustment.

Tag Name AOTAG A244 ANO0 It is an assignable 10 character name for the analog 
output (ANO0).

Table 4-6. Contact Input Module

Title Symbol ANO0 
Datapoint Default Attribute

Purpose: The primary purpose allows the action of the CCI to be reversed (normally a closed contact = 1, 
but can be changed to = 0).

Contact Input
(Display Only)

CCI L000 0 When open, a 4 - 24 V dc input signal = 0 when INV = 0.
When open, a 4 - 24 V dc input signal = 1 when INV = 1.
When closed, a < 1 V dc input signal = 1 when INV = 0.
When closed, a < 1 V dc input signal = 0 when INV = 1.

Contact Input 
Invert

IINV L264 0 As shown above, it reverses the action of the CCI 
datapoint.

Tagname CITAG A262 CCI0 It is an assignable 10 character name for the contact 
control input.
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Figure 4-3. CCI0

Figure 4-4. CCO0

✎     Notes WD = Watchdog

These figures are graphical representations of the signal 
conditioning that occurs on the instrument main board. They are 
provided for reference purposes only.
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Table 4-7. Contact Output Module (CCO)

Title Symbol CCO0 
Datapoint Default Attribute

Purpose: This module allows the action of the CCO to be reversed (normally a closed contact =1, but 
can be changed to = 0).

Contact Output 
(Display Only)

CCO L024 0 If CCO = 0 and OINV = 0, then it is open.
If CCO = 0 and OINV = 1, then it is closed.
If CCO = 1 and OINV = 0, then it is closed.
If CCO = 1 and OINV = 1, then it is open.

Contact Output 
Invert

OINV L288 0 As shown above, it reverses the action of the 
CCO datapoint.

Tag Name COTAG A280 CCO0 It is an assignable 10 character name for the 
contact control output.
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Table 4-8. Controller Module (CON-0)

Title Symbol
CS

■  ●  ▲  ◆

1 | 2 | 3 | 4

CON-0
Datapoint Default Attribute

Purpose: The primary purpose of this module is to set the instrument’s responsiveness, Alarm Limits 1 & 
2, Alarm Dead Band, and the range limits (e.g., 0 - 100, -20 - 80, etc.). 
Note: ■ ● ▲ ◆ = applicable to the Control Strategy (CS) as shown in column three.

Control Alarm 
Mode

AIX ■  ●  ▲  ◆ B335 1 This parameter defines the Alarm Active 
(PA1 & PA2) interpretation of the two Alarm 
Limits (PL1 & PL2). It is entered into the 
datapoint as an index value (0-6) as follows: 
0   PA1: High when PV > PL1 
     PA2: Low when PV < PL2  
1      -    None 
2  PA1: High when PV > PL1
    PA2: not affected
3  PA1: not affected 
    PA2: Low when PV < PL1 
4  PA1: High when PV > PL1 
    PA2: Hi-Hi when PV > PL2 
5  PA1: Low when PV < PL1
    PA2: Lo-Lo when PV < PL2
6  PA1: Hi-Dev when Dev > PL1
    PA2: Lo-Dev when Dev < PL2

Alarm Examples
B335   PV      PL1       PL2     Alarm    Setpoint                                       Notes
                   (C103)  (C104)

  0      >60        60                   HIGH                              Alarm Limit 1 is set for 60. If PV exceeds 60 = HIGH alarm. 

  0      <40                    40       LOW                               Alarm Limit 2 is set for 40. If PV falls below 40 = LOW alarm.

  2      >60        60                   HIGH                              Alarm Limit 1 is set for 60. If PV exceeds 60 = HIGH alarm. 

  2      <40                   40        N/A                                 Alarm Limit 2 is set fo 40. If PV falls below 40 = no alarm condition.

  3      >60        60                   N/A                                 Alarm Limit 1 is set for 60. It PV exceeds 60 = no alarm condition. 

  3      <40                   40        LOW                              Alarm Limit 2 is set for 40. If PV falls below 40 1 LOW alarm.

  4      >60        60                   HIGH                              Alarm Limit 1 is set for 60. If PV exceeds 60 = HIGH alarm. 

  4      >70                   70        HI-HI                               Alarm Limit 2 is set for 70. If PV exceeds 70 = HI-HI alarm.

  5      <40       40                    LOW                               Alarm Limit 1 is set for 40. If PV falls below 40 = LOW alarm.

  5      <30                   30        LO-LO                            Alarm Limit 2 is set for 30. If PV falls below 30 = LO-LO alarm.

  6      >50       10                    HI-DEV        40              Alarm Limit 1 = 10, Setpoint at 40. If PV exceeds 50 = HI-DEV alarm.

  6     <30                -10       LO-DEV      40            Alarm Limit 2 = -10, Setpoint at 40. If PV falls below 30 = LO-DEV alarm.

Control Action RSW ■  ●  ▲ ◆ L106 1 When set to a 0, the controller output 
increases as the process value increases. 
When set to a 1, the controller output 
decreases as the process value increases.
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Reverse Valve RSV ■  ●  ▲  u L109 0 This parameter provides information for the 
control display to indicate which direction the 
control output must go to close the final 
control element. A 1 indicates that 20 mA 
closes the valve. A 0 indicates that 20 mA 
opens the valve.

Manual 
Fallback 
Disable

MFD ■  ●  ▲  ◆ L120 0 Under normal operation, whenever the 
controller is powered up, the Auto/Manual 
Selector is forced to the Manual position. 
When this datapoint is set to a 1, the selector 
will not be forced to the Manual position at 
power up but will remain in the last position 
before power was removed.

Alarm Limit 1 PL1 ■  ●  ▲  ◆ C103 100 These parameters are the points in 
engineering units at which the alarms are 
triggered.Alarm Limit 2 PL2 ■  ●  ▲  ◆ C104 0

Alarm Dead 
Band

ADB ■  ●  ▲  ◆ C105 2 This parameter sets the activation/
deactivation gap for the alarm. This value in 
engineering units defines an area of 
hysteresis at the alarm point.

Proportional 
Band

PB ■  ●  ▲ ◆ C106 100 This parameter is the percent of error 
required to move the output full scale for 
proportional action. It modifies the controller 
response in standard PID terms.

Reset Time TR ■  ●  ▲ ◆ C107 0 This parameter represents the number of 
minutes per repeat of integral action. It 
modifies the controller response in standard 
PID terms.

Rate Time TD ■  ●  ▲ ◆ C108 0 This parameter value represents the minutes 
that proportional action is advanced 
(derivative action).

Manual Reset MR ■  ●  ▲ ◆  
u

C111 50 This parameter determines the position of the 
valve (output) when the instrument is in 
Automatic mode and the error is zero. (It is 
only in effect when TR = 0.)

Table 4-8. Controller Module (CON-0) (Continued)

Title Symbol
CS

■  ●  ▲  ◆

1 | 2 | 3 | 4

CON-0
Datapoint Default Attribute
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Controller 
Span

■  ●  ▲ ◆ C115 100 These two parameters set the upper and 
lower values on the controller display. They 
permit the control action to be defined over a 
range independent of the process variable 
input range. They also determine the speed 
at which the setpoint changes when the up or 
down arrow pushbuttons are pressed (CS1 
thiough CS3). For CS4, they determine only 
the displayable range, as the setpoint 
pushbuttons are not used.

Controller 
Lower Range

■  ●  ▲ ◆ C116 0

Control Tag 
Name

■  ●  ▲ ◆ A000 CON0 This is an assignable 10 character name that 
appears with CS1-4 displays.

Engineering 
Units

■  ●  ▲ ◆ A001 Percent The default is PERCENT, but is assignable 
as units of measure the Process Variable 
represents.

Note: CS1 = Single Loop (PID) Controller, CS2 = Analog Backup Controller, CS3 = Ratio Controller,  and
         CS4 = Automatic/Manual Station.

Table 4-9. Parameter Display Module

Title Symbol PAR1 Default Attribute

Purpose: This module provides quick pushbutton display access to any three selected datapoints 
(e.g., Alarm Limits 1 & 2 and Alarm Dead Band) without the necessity of entering Engineering mode 
and addressing the datapoints.

Title PTAG A014 CON-0 
TUNE

This is an assignable in character name that 
appears with the parameter display.

 Point 1 Name PNA A015 PROP. 
BAND

This is an assignable 10 character name for the 
Point 1 Designator.

 Point 2 Name PNB A016 RESET This is an assignable 10 character name for the 
Point 2 Designator.

 Point 3 Name PNC A017 RATE It is an assignable 10 character name for the 
Point 3 Designator.

Point 1 
Designator

PDA F087 C106 
value

A database datapoint whose contents will be 
displayed under the Point 1 Name (e.g., C103 to 
display the Alarm Limit 1 setting).

Point 2 
Designator

PDB F088 C107 
value

A database datapoint whose contents will be 
displayed under the Point 2 Name (e.g., C104 to 
display the Alarm Limit 2 setting).

Table 4-8. Controller Module (CON-0) (Continued)

Title Symbol
CS

■  ●  ▲  ◆

1 | 2 | 3 | 4

CON-0
Datapoint Default Attribute
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Point 3 
Designator

PDC F089 C108 
value

A database datapoint whose contents will be 
displayed under the Point 3 Name (e.g., C105 to 
display the Alarm Dead Band).

Modify Disable PMD L313 0 When this value is 1, the datapoints in this 
module can not be altered with the pushbuttons. 
The values of these datapoints are only for 
display purposes. When this value is 0, the 
datapoints in this module can be altered by the 
operator with the pushbuttons when this module 
is displayed.

Table 4-10. Communication Module

Title Symbol CCO0 
Datapoint Default Attribute

Purpose: This module is used to configure the Datalink port parameters (e.g., baud rate, parity selection, 
etc.).

Instrument 
Address

IA B01 0 This item identifies the address of this instrument on 
the Datalink network. Each unit connected to the 
Datalink network must have its own unique address. 
Valid addresses are from 0 to 31.

Baud Rate BR B02 253 This datapoint value designates the baud rate (data 
transfer rate) of the Datalink network. The baud rate 
must be the same for all of the instruments 
connected to the same Datalink network. Datapoint 
values and their corresponding baud rates are as 
follows:
     Value        Baud Rate        Value       Baud Rate

255
254
N/A
253
250
244
232
208
160
N/A

28800
14400

N/A
9600
4800
2400
1200
600
300
N/A

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

28800
14400
19200
9600
4800
2400
1200
600
300
110

No Parity CP L2561 0 This datapoint indicates if parity generation and 
checking should be turned on or off. It is set to 0 for 
even parity serial byte protocol. It is set to 1 for no 
parity protocol.

Table 4-9. Parameter Display Module (Continued)

Title Symbol PAR1 Default Attribute
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No Byte 
Stuffing

CB L2581 0 When set to a 1, this datapoint disables the 
standard MicroMod communication protocol feature 
which inserts a 00 (NUL) byte after every 7EH 
(SOH) that is not the beginning of a message. (This 
permits user-written communications software to 
determine the number of bytes to expect in a 
response message.) It must be set to 0 when using 
MicroMod communications software or equipment.

Datalink 
Disable

DLD L257 0 When set to 0, it permits full Datalink 
communication capabilities. When set to 1, it 
disables Datalink communication capabilities.

Table 4-11. System Module

Title Symbol
System 
Module 

Datapoint
Default Attribute

Purpose: Purpose: The primary purpose of this module is to select and initiate the instrument mode of 
operation, and set the Scan Index.

Function Index FIX B00 0 The operational algorithm of the unit is selected 
by the value of this parameter:
0 = Suspend mode. No control algorithm 
execution. The logo is displayed.
1 = CS1, Single Loop PID Controller operation
2 = CS2, Analog Backup Controller operation.
3 = CS3, Ratio Controller operation.
4 = CS4, Automatic/Manual Station operation. 
97 = Display Test. The entire display alternately 
flashes on and off. When off, a border around the 
display perimeter remains lit.
98 = Defaults database then sets FIX to 0.

Display Brightness 
Index

BRIGHT B12 4 This parameter controls the display screen 
intensity. A value of 0 is the brightest and a value 
of 7 is the dimmest intensity. Normal viewing 
setting is 4.

EASY-TUNE 
Enable

ETE B08 0 When set to a 1, the EASY-TUNE algorithm is 
implemented. This parameter is left at 0 for 
normal instrument operation. (See Section 11 for 
EASY-TUNE.)

Unit Tag Name TAG A08 SL5100 This is an assignable 10 character name for the 
system module (SL5100).

Table 4-10. Communication Module (Continued)

Title Symbol CCO0 
Datapoint Default Attribute
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5.0 Single Loop (PID) Controller

5.1 Single Loop (PID) Controller Operation Overview
In a standard feedback control loop, the Single Loop (PID) Controller functions as the primary processing 
unit. When the process is altered due to disturbances (e.g., flow rate changes), the controller gauges this 
change from the process variable (PV) feedback signal sent to it by a process measurement instrument 
(e.g., flow meter) in the loop. 

The controller compares the feedback signal to the setpoint level and calculates the required error correc-
tion, which is applied as an output signal to the final control element (e.g., valve) in the loop. The final con-
trol element responds to alter the process (manipulated variable) toward a predetermined operational 
setpoint (SP), which can be set locally at the controller front panel or remotely from another instrument. If 
the process variable exceeds tolerable limits of change, the controller activates a signal to an alarm. These 
events are illustrated in Figure 5-1.

Process variable feedback input (Analog Input) received from the process measurement instrument is 
typically 1-5 V dc, 4-20 mA dc. The Single Loop Controller zero and span inputs for this signal are cali-
brated by the factory and should not be altered. The controller is defaulted to display the process variable 
input as a percentage value determined by input signal amplitude; however, it can be configured to display 
direct units of measurement (e.g., gallons per minute [GPM]).

The setpoint value is received from another device (e.g. Single Loop Controller, PC, host computer, etc.), 
or is manually entered at the controller front panel.

It is the difference between the setpoint (SP) and received process variable (PV), augmented by the action 
of the tuning constants Proportional Band, Reset Time, and Rate Time, that determines the required output 

Figure 5-1. Standard Feedback Control Loop

✎    Procedure
       Note

To minimize sudden process changes, adjust the local setpoint 
value to the original remote setpoint value before switching back to 
remote setpoint control (Remote).
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to the final element to restore the process. The output signal (Analog Output) to the final element is 4-20 
mA dc. This signal is also factory calibrated for zero and span, and should not be altered. On the controller 
display, the output signal value correlates to the desired control element operation (e.g., an output of 100% 
equals a 20 mA signal amplitude, which causes a valve to be fully opened or closed, depending on the 
reverse valve setting in the Single Loop Controller).

Single Loop Controller output response characteristics to the process changes are determined by Propor-
tional, Integral, and Derivative parameters (also called PID constants). The controller PID constants, as 
well as other controller functions (e.g., reverse valve), can be defined with configuration datapoint 
parameter entries. The PID general response characteristics are defined in Section 10, Instrument Tuning.

As illustrated in Figure 5-2, Single Loop Controller Block Diagram, when a 1 is loaded into System Module 
datapoint B00 to initiate CS1, the signal designators are as follows:

1. ANI0 = Process Variable Input

2. ANI1 = Remote Setpoint Input

3. ANO0 = Controller Output

4. CCI0 = Enable Remote Setpoint

5. CCO0 = Process Alarm

Figure 5-2. Single Loop Controller Block Diagram
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5.2 Single Loop Controller Front Panel Pushbuttons
The front panel pushbuttons for the Single Loop Controller are illustrated in Figure 5-3 and defined in 
Table 5-1. The pushbutton functions for the Single Loop Controller are identical to those provided in Sec-
tion 3.

Figure 5-3. Single Loop Controller Pushbuttons
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This push button is the Auto/Manual mode toggle. When toggled to Auto, an A appears before the R or L 

Table 5-1. Single Loop Controller Pushbutton Functions

Button Title Operator Mode Engineering Mode

R/L Remote/Local 
Select

This push button is used to select 
between Remote setpoint control 
and Local setpoint control. 
When in Remote, an R appears in 
the lower right of the display. When 
in Local, an L appears in the lower 
right of the display. 

↑ Setpoint Increase 
(EMODE Character 
Select) 

The setpoint indicator increases 
(rises) when this pushbutton is 
pressed and held. Release the 
pushbutton when the desired 
setpoint level is reached. This 
pushbutton is for Local setpoint 
control only.

For configure or display functions, 
the character set displays one 
character at a time in ascending 
alphanumeric order when this 
pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired character, number, or 
symbol appears.

↓ Setpoint Decrease 
(EMODE Character 
Select)

The setpoint indicator decreases 
(falls) when this pushbutton is 
pressed and held. Release the 
pushbutton when the desired 
setpoint level is reached. This push 
button is for Local setpoint control 
only.

For configure or display functions, 
the character set displays one 
character at a time in descending 
alphanumeric order when this 
pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired character, number, or 
symbol appears.

A/M Auto/Manual Select This pushbutton is the Auto/Manual 
mode toggle. When toggled to Auto, 
an A appears before the R or L (for 
Remote or Local), in the lower right 
of the display.
When toggled to Manual, an M 
appears before the R or L (for 
Remote or Local), in the lower right 
of the display.
Auto indicates the process is under 
instrument control. 
Manual dindicates the process is 
controlled by the instrument panel 
puxhbuttons (e.g., output increase 
and decrease).
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← Output Decrease 
(EMODE Cursor 
Control)

The output indicator decreases when 
this pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired output level is reached. This 
pushbutton is for Manual operation 
only.

For configure or display functions, 
the cursor shifts one position to the 
left each time this pushbutton is 
pressed. When pressed and held, 
characters continue to shift left one 
position at a time. Maximum 
character length is 10 characters 
(9 character shifts).

→ Output Increase 
(EMODE Cursor 
Control)

The output indicator increases when 
this pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired output level is reached. This 
pushbutton is for Manual operation 
only.

For configure or display functions, 
the cursor shifts one position to the 
right each time this pushbutton is 
pressed. When pressed and held, 
characters continue to shift right 
one position at a time. Maximum 
character length is 10 characters 
(9 character shifts).

F1, F2 Page Forward 
and 
Page Back

These two push buttons have similar 
functions, but work in reverse of one 
another. They are the bar graph - 
parameter display toggles. The two 
display types interchange and 
alternately appear each time either 
one of these two push buttons is 
pressed.

Pushbutton F2 is used to select the 
configure or display functions in 
EMODE. Pressing F2 in EMODE 
alternately selects one function or 
the other.

F3 (EMODE ENTER 
Key)

ln the configuration function, 
pressing this pushbutton causes 
the addressed datapoint to be 
altered with the character string 
that was entered  with the EMODE 
Cursor Control and Character 
Select pushbuttons.  In the display 
function, pressing this pushbutton 
causes the addressed datapoint to 
display its contents.

● Mode Select/Alarm 
Reset

This push button clears the flashing ALARM message, but the alarm 
indication remains until the process variable is restored within tolerable 
limits past dead band. It is also used to toggle between Operator and 
Engineering modes. If no ALARM message is present, pressing this 
pushbutton will toggle the instrument between operator mode and 
engineering mode.

Table 5-1. Single Loop Controller Pushbutton Functions

Button Title Operator Mode Engineering Mode
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5.3 Single Loop Controller Parameter Selections
Figure 5-4 illustrates how a Single Loop Controller would appear with only the default values and power 
applied, but no analog input or output signals. In Figure 5-5, ANO0 (TB1-10) is jumpered to ANI0 (TB1-2) 
to simulate process operation. The unit has the AC power supply and power cord 173D109U03. 

Connecting ANO0 to ANI0 is done only for illustration purposes and is not necessary to configure the con-
troller.  If the controller is connected to a Datalink network, then assign the Instrument Address (B001) and 
Baud Rate (B002) first, so the remaining datapoints may be entered at the SUPERVISOR-PC unit. After 
this section, refer to Section 9 to configure the parameter display datapoints. The parameter display is 
accessed by pressing the F2 pushbutton from this display. Also, refer to Section 10, Instrument Tuning, 
(Instrument Tuning) or Section 11, EASY-TUNE, to set  the operating performance parameters: Propor-
tional Band (C106), Reset Time (C107), and Rate Time (C108). All other datapoints not shown in the illus-
tration are at the default value. 

Figure 5-4. CS1 Datapoint Selections (A)

Figure 5-5. CS1 Datapoint Selections (B)
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5.3.1 Abbreviated Configuration Tables
Table 5-1 through Table 5-8 are provided as a quick reference source for the contiguration datapoints. 
These tables do not have the definition column; therefore, for the initial instrument configuration, Section 4 
should be referenced until each datapoint functionality can be recognized by its title. These tables are pro-
vided because even though the functionality of the datapoints can eventually be recognized by title, the 
specific datapoint locations can not always be remembered.     

Table 5-2. Analog lnput (ANI) Module

Title Symbol ANI0 
Datapoint

ANI1 
Datapoint Default

Analog Input 
(Display Only)

ANI H000 H001 0

Engineering 
Span

SPAN C256 C257 100

Engineering 
Zero

ZERO C276 C277 0

Digital Filter 
Index

DFILT B269 B270 3

0-5 V lnput NOBIAS L416 L417 0

Square Root 
Signal

SQRT L440 L441 0

Calibrate Zero CIZ B263 B264

Calibrate Span CIS C296 C297

Tag Name AITAG A224 A225 ANI0
ANI1

Engineering 
Units

AIEU A298 A299 Percent

Table 5-3. Analog Output (ANO) Module

Title Symbol ANO0 
Datapoint Default

Analog Output 
(Display Only)

ANO C000 0

0 - 210 mA 
Output

OZBASE L472 0

Calibrate Zero COZ B267

Calibrate Span COS C300

Tag Name AOTAG A244 ANO0
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Table 5-4.  Contact Input Module (CCI)

Title Symbol CCI 
Datapoint Default

Contact Input 
(Display Only)

CCI L000 0

Contact Input 
Invert

IINV L264 0

Tag Name CITAG A262 CCI0

Table 5-5.  Contact Output (CCO) Module

Title Symbol CCO0 
Datapoint Default

Contact Output 
(Display Only)

CCO L024 0

Contact Output 
Invert

OINV L288 0

Tag Name COTAG A280 CCO0

Table 5-6.  Controller Module (CON-0)

Title Symbol CON-0 
Datapoint Default

Control Alarm 
Mode

AIX B335 1

Control Action RSW L106 1

Reverse Valve RSV L109 0

Manual Fallback 
Disable

MFD L120 0

Alarm Limit 1 PL1 C103 100

Alarm Limit 2 PL2 C104 0

Alarm Dead Band ADB C105 2

Proportional Band PB C106 100

Reset Time TR C107 0

Rate Time TD C108 0
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Manual Reset MR C111 50

Controller Span IR C115 100

Controller Lower 
Range

ILR C116 0

Control Tag Name CTAG A000 CON-0

Engineering Units CEU A001 Percent

Table 5-7.  Communication Module

Title Symbol Datapoint Default

Instrument 
Address

IA B01 0

Baud Rate BR B02 253

No Parity CP L256 0

No Byte 
Stuffing

CB L258 0

Datalink 
Disable

DLD L257 0

Table 5-8.  System Module

Title Symbol System Module 
Datapoint Default

Function Index FIX B00 0

Display 
Brightness 
Index

BRIGHT B12 4

EASY-TUNE 
Enable

ETE B08 0

Unit Tag Name TAG A08 SL5100

Table 5-6.  Controller Module (CON-0) (Continued)

Title Symbol CON-0 
Datapoint Default
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6.0 Analog Backup Controller

6.1 Analog Backup Controller Operation Overview
The Analog Backup Controller is used in operations where a remote computer is normally controlling the 
final element directly. In this process configuration, the controller functions as a signal selector and auto-
matic backup unit to the computer. The controller assumes process control in the event of a signaled com-
puter failure. The Analog Backup Process Configuration is illustrated in Figure 6-1. 

The Analog Backup Controller operates as a Single Loop (PID) Controller (see Section 5) when driving the 
process final element. While in backup and automatic, the controller continually adjusts its output to match 
the feedback signal from the final element (Analog Input 1) so that transfer to on-line operation is bumpless 
in the event of computer failure. 

Selection of the computer or backup controller signals to the process final element is performed by the 
controller’s CCO modules (CCO0 and CCO1) in conjunction with blocking diodes (see circuit diagram of 
gray-tone area equivalent in Figure 6-1).

 The computer drives the final process element when remote operation is selected at the controller front 
panel via the R/L push button and if CClO’s contact is closed; otherwise, the computer’s control signal is 
diverted and the controller is active. ANO0 drives the process final element (20 mA computer / 4 mA con-
troller) when backup control is active.

As illustrated in Figure 6-2, Analog Backup Controller Block Diagram, when a 2 is loaded into System Mod-
ule datapoint B00 to indicate CS2, the signal designators are as follows:

Figure 6-1. Analog Backup Process Loop
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1. ANI0 = Process Variable 

2. ANI1 = Control Element Feedback 

3. ANO0 ~ Controller Output 

4. CCI0 = Computer Ready 

5. CCO0 = Computer Output Diverter 

6. CCO1 = Backup Output Diverter

Figure 6-2. Analog Backup Controller Block Diagram
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6.2 Analog Backup Controller Front Panel Pushbuttons
The front panel push buttons for the Analog Backup Controller are illustrated in Figure 6-3 and defined in 
Table 6-1. 

Figure 6-3. Analog Backup Controller Pushbuttons
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Table 6-1. Analog Backup Controller Pushbutton Functions

Button Title Operator Mode Engineering Mode

R/L R/Local Select This pushbutton is used to select 
between computer process control 
(R) or controller process control 
(Local). When in computer process 
control, an R appears in the lower 
right of the display. When in Local, an 
L appears in lower right of the 
display.

↑ Setpoint Increase 
(EMODE Character 
Select)

The setpoint indicator increases 
(rises) when this pushbutton is 
pressed and held. Release the 
pushbutton when the desired setpoint 
level is reached. This pushbutton is 
for Local setpoint control only.

For configure or display functions, 
the character set displays one 
character at a time in ascending 
alphanumeric order when this 
pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired character, number, or 
symbol appears.

↓ Setpoint Decrease
(EMODE Character 
Select)

The setpoint indicator decreases 
(falls) when this pushbutton is 
pressed and held. Release the 
pushbutton when the desired setpoint 
level is reached. This pushbutton is 
for Local setpoint control only.

For configure or display functions, 
the character set displays one 
character at a time in decending 
alphanumeric order when this 
pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired character, number, or 
symbol appears.

A/M Auto/Manual Select This pushbutton is the Auto/Manual 
mode toggle. When toggled to Auto, 
an A appears before the R or L in the 
lower right of the display. 
When toggled to Manual, an M 
appears before the R or L in the 
lower right of the display.
Auto indicates the process is under 
instrument control only if the 
controller is also in Local.
Manual indicates the process is 
controlled by the instrument panel 
pushbuttons (e.g., output increase 
and decrease) only if the controller is 
also in Local.

← Output Decrease 
(EMODE Cursor 
Control)

The output indicator decreases when 
this pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired output level is reached. This 
pushbutton is for Manual operation 
only when the controller is in Local.

For configure or display functions, 
the cursor shifts one position to the 
left each time this push button is 
pressed. When pressed and held, 
characters continue to shift left one 
position at a time.  Maximum 
character length is 10 characters (9 
character shifts). 
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→ Output Increase 
(EMODE Cursor 
Control)

The output indicator increases when 
this pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired output level is reached. This 
pushbutton is for Manual operation 
only when the controller is in Local.

For configure or display functions, 
the cursor shifts one position to the 
right each time this pus button is 
pressed. When pressed and held, 
characters continue to shift right 
one position at a time. Maximum 
character length is 10 characters (9 
character shifts).

F1, F2 Page Forward 
and 
Page Back

These two pushbuttons have similar 
functions, but work in reverse of one 
another. They are the bar graph - 
parameter display toggles. The two 
display types interchange and 
alternately appear  each time either 
one of these two pushbuttons is 
pressed. 

Push button F2 is used to select the 
configure or display functions in 
EMODE. Pressing F2 in EMODE 
alternately selects one function or 
the other.

F3 (EMODE ENTER 
Key)

In  the  configuration  function, 
pressing this pushbutton causes the 
addressed datapoint to be altered 
with the character string that was 
entered with the EMODE Cursor 
Control and Character Select push 
buttons. In display function, 
pressing this pushbuttono causes 
the addressed datapoint to display 
its contents.

● Mode Select/Alarm 
Reset

This pushbutton clears the flashing ALARM message, but the alarm 
indication remains until the process variable is restored within tolerable 
limits past dead band. It is also used to toggle between Operator and 
Engineering modes. If no ALARM message is present, pressing this 
pushbutton will toggle the instrument between operator and engineering 
mode.

Table 6-1. Analog Backup Controller Pushbutton Functions

Button Title Operator Mode Engineering Mode
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6.3 Analog Backup Controller Parameter Selections
Figure 6-4 illustrates how an Analog Backup Controller would appear with only the default values and 
power applied., but no analog input or output signals. In Figure 6-4, ANO0 (TB1-10) is jumpered to ANI0 
(TB1-2) to simulate process operation. The unit has the AC power supply and power cord 173D109U03.

Connecting ANO0 to ANI0 is done only for illustration purposes and is not necessary to configure the con-
troller. If the controller is connected to a Datalink network, then assign the Instrument Address (B001) and 
Baud Rate (B002) first, so the remaining datapoints may be entered at the SUPERVISOR-PC unit. 

After this section, refer to Section 9, Parameter Display, to configure the parameter display datapoints. The 
parameter display is accessed by pressing the F2 push button from this display. Also, refer to Section 10, 
Instrument Tuning, or Section 11, EASY-TUNE, to set the operating performance parameters: Proportional 
Band (C106), Reset Time (C107), and Rate Time (C108). All other datapoints not shown in the illustration 
are at the default value. 

Figure 6-4. CS2 Datapoint Selections 
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6.3.1 Abbreviated Configuration Tables
Table 6-2 through Table 6-8 are provided as a quick reference source for the configuration datapoints. 
These tables do not have the definition column; therefore, for the initial instrument configuration, Section 4 
should be referenced until each datapoint functionality can be recognized by its title. These tables are pro-
vided because even though the functionality of the datapoints can eventually be recognized by title, the 
specific datapoint locations can not always be remembered.. 

Table 6-2. Analog lnput (ANI) Module

Title Symbol ANI0 
Datapoint

ANI1 
Datapoint Default

Analog Input 
(Display Only)

ANI H000 H001 0

Engineering 
Span

SPAN C256 C257 100

Engineering 
Zero

ZERO C276 C277 0

Digital Filter 
Index

DFILT B269 B270 3

0-5 V lnput NOBIAS L416 L417 0

Square Root 
Signal

SQRT L440 L441 0

Calibrate Zero CIZ B263 B264

Calibrate Span CIS C296 C297

Tag Name AITAG A224 A225 ANI0
ANI1

Engineering 
Units

AIEU A298 A299 Percent

Table 6-3. Analog Output (ANO) Module

Title Symbol ANO0 
Datapoint Default

Analog Output 
(Display Only)

ANO C000 0

0 - 210 mA 
Output

OZBASE L472 0

Calibrate Zero COZ B267

Calibrate Span COS C300

Tag Name AOTAG A244 ANO0
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Table 6-4.  Contact Input Module (CCI)

Title Symbol CCI 
Datapoint Default

Contact Input 
(Display Only)

CCI L000 0

Contact Input 
Invert

IINV L264 0

Tag Name CITAG A262 CCI0

Table 6-5.  Contact Output (CCO) Module

Title Symbol CCO0 
Datapoint Default

Contact Output 
(Display Only)

CCO L024 0

Contact Output 
Invert

OINV L288 0

Tag Name COTAG A280 CCO0

✎     Note Although the Analog Backup Controller has a second CCO (CCO1), 
it is not configurable for this control strategy.

Table 6-6.  Controller Module (CON-0)

Title Symbol CON-0 
Datapoint Default

Control Alarm 
Mode

AIX B335 1

Control Action RSW L106 1

Reverse Valve RSV L109 0

Manual Fallback 
Disable

MFD L120 0

Alarm Limit 1 PL1 C103 100

Alarm Limit 2 PL2 C104 0

Alarm Dead Band ADB C105 2

Proportional Band PB C106 100

Reset Time TR C107 0
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Rate Time TD C108 0

Manual Reset MR C111 50

Controller Span IR C115 100

Controller Lower 
Range

ILR C116 0

Control Tag Name CTAG A000 CON-0

Engineering Units CEU A001 Percent

Table 6-7.  Communication Module

Title Symbol Datapoint Default

Instrument 
Address

IA B01 0

Baud Rate BR B02 253

No Parity CP L256 0

No Byte 
Stuffing

CB L258 0

Datalink 
Disable

DLD L257 0

Table 6-8.  System Module

Title Symbol System Module 
Datapoint Default

Function Index FIX B00 0

Display 
Brightness 
Index

BRIGHT B12 4

EASY-TUNE 
Enable

ETE B08 0

Unit Tag Name TAG A08 SL5100

Table 6-6.  Controller Module (CON-0) (Continued)

Title Symbol CON-0 
Datapoint Default
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7.0 Ratio (PID) Controller

7.1 Ratio (PID) Controller Operation Overview
The Ratio (PID) Controller is used where one variable, called the controlled variable, must be automatically 
maintained in definite proportion to another variable, called the wild variable. 

Transmitting meters (e.g., flow meters) must be installed in each variable line. Signals from the controlled 
and wild variable meters (Analog Input 0 and Analog Input 1, respectively) are received by the Ratio Con-
troller, which compares them and calculates the required correction that is applied as an output signal 
(Analog Output 0) to a final control element (e.g, valve) in the controlled variable line. The final element in 
the controlled variable line is controlled to alter line throughput so that the predetermined ratio between the 
two lines is maintained. 

The predetermined ratio is set at the controller front panel with the Ratio/Local (R/L) pushbutton in R. If the 
proportion between the wild variable and the controlled variable can not be maintained, the controller acti-
vates a signal (CCO0) to an alarm. These events are illustrated in Figure 7-1.

While in Ratio (R) control, the setpoint pushbuttons modify the desired ratio value (controlled variable to 
wild variable) by altering the location of the ratio tick bar, which is immediately covered by the setpoint 
arrow indicator when the push button is released. Because the setpoint indicator moves to cover the ratio 
tick bar, altering the ratio setting indirectly affects the setpoint value. When in Local (L) control, the push-
buttons modify only the setpoint value. In Local control, the controlled variable line functions as a Standard 
Feedback Control Loop (see Section 5).

Figure 7-1. Ratio (PID) Controller Process Loop
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As illustrated in Figure 7-2, Ratio (PID) Controller Block Diagram, when a 3 is loaded into System Module 
datapoint B00 to indicate CS3, the signal designators are as follows:

1. ANI0 = Controlled Variable 

2. ANI1 = Wild Variable 

3. ANO0 = Controller Output 

4. CCO0 = Process Alarm 

✎    Procedure
       Note

To minimize sudden process changes, adjust the local setpoint 
value to cause the setpoint pointer to cover the ratio tick bar before 
switching to ratio control (Ratio).

Figure 7-2. Ratio (PID) Controller Block Diagram
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7.2 Ratio (PID) Controller Front Panel Pushbuttons 
The front panel push buttons for the Ratio (PID) Controller are illustrated in Figure 7-3 and defined in 
Table 7-1. 

Figure 7-3. Ratio (PID) Controller Pushbuttons
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Table 7-1. Ratio (PID) Controller Pushbutton Functions

Button Title Operator Mode Engineering Mode

R/L Ratio/Local Select R indicates Ratio control whereby 
the controller maintains a set 
proportion between the wild variable 
line and the controlled variable line. 
When in Ratio, an R appears in the 
lower right of the display. When in 
Local, an L appears in the lower right 
of the display.

↑ Ratio / Setpoint 
Increase 
(EMODE Character 
Select)

The ratio / setpoint indicator 
increases (rises) when this 
pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired level is reached.

For configure or display functions, 
the character set displays one 
character at a time in ascending 
alphanumeric order when this 
pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired character, number, or 
symbol appears.

↓ Ratio / Setpoint 
Decrease
(EMODE Character 
Select)

The ratio / setpoint indicator 
decreases (falls) when this 
pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired level is reached.

For configure or display functions, 
the character set displays one 
character at a time in decending 
alphanumeric order when this 
pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired character, number, or 
symbol appears.

A/M Auto/Manual Select This pushbutton is the Auto/Manual 
mode toggle. 
When toggled to Auto, an A appears 
before the R or L (for Ratio or Local), 
in the lower right of the display. 
When toggled to Manual, an M 
appears before the R or L (for Ratio 
or Local), in the lower right of the 
display. 
Auto indicates the process is under 
instrument control. 
Manual indicates the process is 
controlled by the instrument panel 
push buttons (e.g., output increase 
and decrease).

← Output Decrease 
(EMODE Cursor 
Control)

The output indicator decreases when 
this pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired output level is reached. This 
pushbutton is for Manual operation 
only.

For configure or display functions, 
the cursor shifts one position to the 
left each time this pushbutton is 
pressed. When pressed and held, 
characters continue to shift left one 
position at a time. Maximum 
character length is 10 characters (9 
character shifts).
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→ Output Increase 
(EMODE Cursor 
Control)

The output indicator increases when 
this pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired output level is reached. This 
pushbutton is for Manual operation 
only.

For configure or display functions, 
the cursor shifts one position to the 
right each time this pushbutton is 
pressed. When pressed and held, 
characters continue to shift right one 
position at a time. Maximum 
character length is 10 characters (9 
character shifts).

F1, F2 Page Forward 
and 
Page Back

These two pushbuttons have similar 
functions, but work in reverse of one 
another. They are the bar graph - 
parameter display toggles. The two 
display types interchange and 
alternately appear each time either 
one of these two pushbuttons is 
pressed.

Pushbutton F2 is used to select the 
configure or display functions in 
EMODE. Pressing F2 in EMODE 
alternately selects one function or 
the other.

F3 (EMODE ENTER Key) In the configuration function, 
pressing this pushbutton causes the 
addressed datapoint to be altered 
with the character string that was 
entered with the EMODE Cursor 
Control and Character Select push 
buttons. In display function, 
pressing this pushbutton causes the 
addressed datapoint to display its 
contents.

● Mode Select/Alarm 
Reset

This pushbutton clears the flashing ALARM message, but the alarm 
indication remains until the process variable is restored within tolerable 
limits past dead band. It is also used to toggle between Operator and 
Engineering modes. If no ALARM message is present, pressing this push 
button will toggle the instrument between operator mode and engineering 
mode.

Table 7-1. Ratio (PID) Controller Pushbutton Functions

Button Title Operator Mode Engineering Mode
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7.3 Ratio Controller Parameter Selections
Figure 7-4 illustrates how a Ratio Controller would appear with only the default values and power applied, 
but no analog input or output signals. In Figure 7-4, ANO0 (TB1-10) is jumpered to ANI0 (TB1-2) to simu-
late process operation. The unit has the AC power supply and power cord 173D109U03. Connecting 
ANO0 to ANI0 is done only for illustration purposes and is not necessary to configure the controller. If the 
controller is connected to a Datalink network, then assign the Instrument Address (B001) and Baud Rate 
(B002) first so the remaining datapoints may be entered at the SUPERVISOR-PC unit. 

After this section, refer to Section 9 to configure the parameter display datapoints. The parameter display 
is accessed by pressing the F2 push button from this display. Also, refer to Section 10.0, Instrument Tun-
ing, or Section 11.0, EASY-TUNE, to set the operating performance parameters: Proportional Band 
(C106), Reset Time (C107), and Rate Time (C108). All other datapoints not shown in the illustration are at 
the default value. 

Figure 7-4. CS3 Datapoint Selections
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7.3.1 Abbreviated Configuration Tables
Table 7-2 through Table 7-7 are provided as a quick reference source for the configuration datapoints. 
These tables do not have the definition column; therefore, for the initial instrument configuration, Section 4 
should be referenced until each datapoint functionality can be recognized by its title. These tables are pro-
vided because even though the functionality of the datapoints can eventually be recognized by title, the 
specific datapoint locations can not always be remembered.. 

Table 7-2. Analog lnput (ANI) Module

Title Symbol ANI0 
Datapoint

ANI1 
Datapoint Default

Analog Input 
(Display Only)

ANI H000 H001 0

Engineering 
Span

SPAN C256 C257 100

Engineering 
Zero

ZERO C276 C277 0

Digital Filter 
Index

DFILT B269 B270 3

0 - 5 V lnput NOBIAS L416 L417 0

Square Root 
Signal

SQRT L440 L441 0

Calibrate Zero CIZ B263 B264

Calibrate Span CIS C296 C297

Tag Name AITAG A224 A225 ANI0
ANI1

Engineering 
Units

AIEU A298 A299 Percent

Table 7-3. Analog Output (ANO) Module

Title Symbol ANO0 
Datapoint Default

Analog Output 
(Display Only)

ANO C000 0

0 - 210 mA 
Output

OZBASE L472 0

Calibrate Zero COZ B267

Calibrate Span COS C300

Tag Name AOTAG A244 ANO0
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Table 7-4.  Contact Output (CCO) Module

Title Symbol CCO0 
Datapoint Default

Contact Output 
(Display Only)

CCO L024 0

Contact Output 
Invert

OINV L288 0

Tag Name COTAG A280 CCO0

Table 7-5.  Controller Module (CON-0)

Title Symbol CON-0 
Datapoint Default

Control Alarm 
Mode

AIX B335 1

Control Action RSW L106 1

Reverse Valve RSV L109 0

Manual Fallback 
Disable

MFD L120 0

Alarm Limit 1 PL1 C103 100

Alarm Limit 2 PL2 C104 0

Alarm Dead Band ADB C105 2

Proportional Band PB C106 100

Reset Time TR C107 0

Rate Time TD C108 0

Manual Reset MR C111 50

Controller Span IR C115 100

Controller Lower 
Range

ILR C116 0

Control Tag Name CTAG A000 CON-0

Engineering Units CEU A001 Percent
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Table 7-6.  Communication Module

Title Symbol Datapoint Default

Instrument 
Address

IA B01 0

Baud Rate BR B02 253

No Parity CP L256 0

No Byte 
Stuffing

CB L258 0

Datalink 
Disable

DLD L257 0

Table 7-7.  System Module

Title Symbol System Module 
Datapoint Default

Function Index FIX B00 0

Display 
Brightness 
Index

BRIGHT B12 4

EASY-TUNE 
Enable

ETE B08 0

Unit Tag Name TAG A08 SL5100
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8.0 Automatic/Manual Station

8.1 Automatic/Manual Station Operation Overview
The Automatic/Manual Station is a conventional single station selector. In Auto, the auto input (Analog 
Input 0) is passed directly through the station to the output (Analog Output 0). In Manual, the station 
functions as a manual loader, allowing the output to be controlled from the front panel pushbuttons. 

If the process variable (Analog Input 1) exceeds tolerable limits of change, the station activates a signal 
(CCO0) to an alarm. The process variable feedback signal is not used to generate an output for final ele-
ment control of the process, but is displayed for visual indication of the process status. These events are 
illustrated in Figure 8-1.

As illustrated in Figure 8-2, Automatic/Manual Station Block Diagram, when a 4 is loaded into System Mod-
ule datapoint B00 to indicate CS4, the signal designators are as follows:

1. ANIO = Auto Input

2. ANI1 = Process Variable/Alarm

3. ANO0 = Station Output

4. CCIO = Enable Auto

5. CCO0 = Process Alarm

Figure 8-1. Automatic/Manual Station Output Control
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Figure 8-2. Automatic/Manual Station Block Diagram
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8.2 Automatic/Manual Station Front Panel Pushbuttons
The front panel push buttons for the Automatic/Manual Station are illustrated in Figure 8-3 and defined in 
Table 8-1.

Figure 8-3. Automatic/Manual Station Push Buttons
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Table 8-1. Automatic/Manual Station Pushbutton Functions

Button Title Operator Mode Engineering Mode

R/L Ratio/Local Select 
(not used)

↑ Setpoint Increase 
(not used)

(EMODE Character 
Select)

For configure or display functions, 
the character set displays one 
character at a time in ascending 
alphanumeric order when this 
pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired character, number, or 
symbol appears.

↓ Setpoint Decrease
(not used)

(EMODE Character 
Select)

For configure or display functions, 
the character set displays one 
character at a time in decending 
alphanumeric order when this 
pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired character, number, or 
symbol appears.

A/M Auto/Manual Select This pushbutton is the Auto/Manual 
mode toggle. 
When toggled to Auto, an A appears 
before the R or L (for Ratio or Local), 
in the lower right of the display. 
When toggled to Manual, an M 
appears before the R or L (for Ratio 
or Local), in the lower right of the 
display. 
Auto indicates the process is under 
instrument control. 
Manual indicates the process is 
controlled by the instrument panel 
push buttons (e.g., output increase 
and decrease).

← Output Decrease 
(EMODE Cursor 
Control)

The output indicator decreases when 
this pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired output level is reached. This 
pushbutton is for Manual operation 
only.

For configure or display functions, 
the cursor shifts one position to the 
left each time this pushbutton is 
pressed. When pressed and held, 
characters continue to shift left one 
position at a time. Maximum 
character length is 10 characters (9 
character shifts).
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→ Output Increase 
(EMODE Cursor 
Control)

The output indicator increases when 
this pushbutton is pressed and held. 
Release the pushbutton when the 
desired output level is reached. This 
pushbutton is for Manual operation 
only.

For configure or display functions, 
the cursor shifts one position to the 
right each time this pushbutton is 
pressed. When pressed and held, 
characters continue to shift right one 
position at a time. Maximum 
character length is 10 characters (9 
character shifts).

F1, F2 Page Forward 
and 
Page Back

These two pushbuttons have similar 
functions, but work in reverse of one 
another. They are the bar graph - 
parameter display toggles. The two 
display types interchange and 
alternately appear each time either 
one of these two pushbuttons is 
pressed.

Pushbutton F2 is used to select the 
configure or display functions in 
EMODE. Pressing F2 in EMODE 
alternately selects one function or 
the other.

F3 (EMODE ENTER Key) In the configuration function, 
pressing this pushbutton causes the 
addressed datapoint to be altered 
with the character string that was 
entered with the EMODE Cursor 
Control and Character Select 
pushbuttons. In display function, 
pressing this pushbutton causes the 
addressed datapoint to display its 
contents.

● Mode Select/Alarm 
Reset

This pushbutton clears the flashing ALARM message, but the alarm 
indication remains until the process variable is restored within tolerable 
limits past dead band. It is also used to toggle between Operator and 
Engineering modes. If no ALARM message is present, pressing this push 
button will toggle the instrument between operator mode and engineering 
mode.

Table 8-1. Automatic/Manual Station Pushbutton Functions (Continued)

Button Title Operator Mode Engineering Mode
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8.3 Automatic/Manual Station Parameter Selections
Figure 8-4 illustrates how a Single Loop Controller might appear with only the default values and power 
applied, but no analog input or output signals. In Figure 8-4, ANO0 (TB1-lO) is jumpered to ANI0 (TB1-2) 
to simulate process operation. The unit has the AC power supply and power cord 173D109U03. Connect-
ing ANO0 to ANI0 is done only for illustration purposes and is not necessary to configure the controller. If 
the controller is connected to a Datalink network, then assign the Instrument Address (8001) and Baud 
Rate (8002) first so the remaining datapoints may be entered at the SUPERVISOR-PC unit. After this sec-
tion, refer to Section 9 to configure the parameter display datapoints. The parameter display is accessed 
by pressing the F2 push button from this display. All other datapoints not shown in the illustration are at the 
default value.     

Figure 8-4. CS4 Datapoint Selections
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8.3.1 Abbreviated Configuration Tables
Table 8-2 through Table 8-8 are provided as a quick reference source for the configuration datapoints. 
These tables do not have the definition column; therefore, for the initial instrument configuration, Section 8 
should be referenced until each datapoint functionality can be recognized by its title. These tables are pro-
vided because even though the functionality of the datapoints can eventually be recognized by title, the 
specific datapoint locations can not always be remembered.  

Table 8-2. Analog lnput (ANI) Module

Title Symbol ANI0 
Datapoint

ANI1 
Datapoint Default

Analog Input 
(Display Only)

ANI H000 H001 0

Engineering 
Span

SPAN C256 C257 100

Engineering 
Zero

ZERO C276 C277 0

Digital Filter 
Index

DFILT B269 B270 3

0 - 5 V lnput NOBIAS L416 L417 0

Square Root 
Signal

SQRT L440 L441 0

Calibrate Zero CIZ B263 B264

Calibrate Span CIS C296 C297

Tag Name AITAG A224 A225 ANI0
ANI1

Engineering 
Units

AIEU A298 A299 Percent

Table 8-3. Analog Output (ANO) Module

Title Symbol ANO0 
Datapoint Default

Analog Output 
(Display Only)

ANO C000 0

0 - 210 mA 
Output

OZBASE L472 0

Calibrate Zero COZ B267

Calibrate Span COS C300

Tag Name AOTAG A244 ANO0
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Table 8-4.  Contact Input Module (CCI)

Title Symbol CCI 
Datapoint Default

Contact Input 
(Display Only)

CCI L000 0

Contact Input 
Invert

IINV L264 0

Tag Name CITAG A262 CCI0

Table 8-5.  Contact Output (CCO) Module

Title Symbol CCO0 
Datapoint Default

Contact Output 
(Display Only)

CCO L024 0

Contact Output 
Invert

OINV L288 0

Tag Name COTAG A280 CCO0

Table 8-6.  Controller Module (CON-0)

Title Symbol CON-0 
Datapoint Default

Control Alarm 
Mode

AIX B335 1

Manual Fallback 
Disable

MFD L120 0

Alarm Limit 1 PL1 C103 100

Alarm Limit 2 PL2 C104 0

Alarm Dead Band ADB C105 2

Controller Span IR C115 100

Controller Lower 
Range

ILR C116 0

Control Tag Name CTAG A000 CON-0

Engineering Units CEU A001 Percent
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Table 8-7.  Communication Module

Title Symbol Datapoint Default

Instrument 
Address

IA B01 0

Baud Rate BR B02 253

No Parity CP L256 0

No Byte 
Stuffing

CB L258 0

Datalink 
Disable

DLD L257 0

Table 8-8.  System Module

Title Symbol System Module 
Datapoint Default

Function Index FIX B00 0

Display Brightness 
Index

BRIGHT B12 4

Unit Tag Name TAG A08 SL5100
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9.0 Parameter Display

The parameter display can be accessed from any control strategy (CS1 - CS4) by pressing the F1 or F2 
front panel push button. It provides convenient access to view and/or alter three parameter datapoint val-
ues that were selected when the display was configured. (The option to view and alter any parameter 
datapoint value with EMODE is still available.) 

When modifications are allowed, the arrowhead indicates which parameter is selected, and is positioned 
by the setpoint up/down push buttons. Pressing F3 copies the value to an edit line that displays at the bot-
tom of the screen. 

The datapoint is edited as it would be for the Engineering mode configure operation: 

• The setpoint up/down push buttons are used to select the value.

• The output push buttons are used to shift the character string left or right, as necessary.

• Pressing F3 again copies the value into the parameter that was selected. 

• Pressing F1 abandons the edit procedure. 

Note that the Modify Disable (L313) datapoint must be 0; otherwise, datapoint value alteration from the 
parameter display is prohibited (Modify Disable is set to 1). The edit procedure is summarized in 
Table 9-1 and the parameter display is illustrated in Figure 9-1. 

Table 9-1. Editing a Parameter Value

Step Press Shift 
Result

Press to 
Locate

Target 
Char. Result

1 ↑ or ↓ Position arrowhead to select parameter.

2 F3 Copies value to edit line at bottom of display.

3 ↑ or ↓ N Puts first number on entry line.

4 ← .N∆ ↑ or ↓ N Shifts N and puts second number on entry line.

5 Repeat Step 4 until all numbers are entered.

6 F3 Enters the edited value into the parameter.
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Figure 9-1. Parameter Display Edit Function
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9.1 Parameter Display Configuration Settings
Figure 9-2 is an illustration of the parmeter display with datapoint call outs. Table 9-2 is an abbreviated 
parameter display configuration table. 

              

Figure 9-2. Parameter Display Datapoint Selections

Table 9-2. Parameter Display Module

Title Symbol PAR1 Default

Title PTAG A014 CON-0 Tune

Point 1 Name PNA A015 Prop. Band

Point 2 Name PNB A016 Reset

Point 3 Name PNC A017 Rate

Point 1 Designator PDA F087 C106

Point 2 Designator PDB F088 C107

Point 3 Designator PDC F089 C108

Modify Disable PMD L313 0
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10.0 Instrument Tuning

Tuning the instrument is an iterative process to refine the Proportional Band (PB), Integral (also called 
Reset Time [TRI]), and Derivative (TD) parameters of the Control Module 0 (CON-0). 

The three parameter datapoints are C106, Proportional Band (PB); C107, Reset Time (TR); and C108, 
Derivative Time (TD).  Values for these three datapoints determine the proportional, integral, and derivative 
action of the instrument so that its output properly alters the final control element setting to correct the 
effects of a disturbance to the process or a setpoint change.

10.1 Proportional Action (PB)
In Proportional action there is a comparative relationship between the controlling instrument output signal 
magnitude and the calculated error, which is the difference between the process variable and the setpoint.

The proportional action of a controller is set as a percentage of the proportional band (% P.B.). Percent 
proportional band is the full scale through which the error signal must vary to cause full scale output varia-
tion due only to proportional control mode response. The proportionality factor between the output signal 
and the error is called the gain.

Gain = 100 / % P.B.

If a small percent change in error is required to cause a full scale output variation from the final control ele-
ment (narrow proportional band), then the process system has a high gain. For example, with the setpoint 
at 50% of scale and a percent proportional band at 20%, the process variable feedback signal must vary 
from 40% to 60% of scale to make the final control element vary through its full stroke. The gain would be 
100 / 20 = 5. 

If a large percent change in error is required to cause a full scale output variation from the final control ele-
ment (wide proportional band), then the controller is set for low gain. The datapoint to set the % P.B. 
parameter is C106; it has a default value of 100%. The minimum value for proportional band is 2% and the 
maximum value is 1000%; 0 is off.

10.2 Integral Action (TR)
Integral action augments proportional action to cause the controller to drive the final control element until 
the error is completely nulled. It produces a corrective signal proportional to the deviation and the length of 
time the controlled variable has not been at setpoint. Integral action is expressed as the length of time in 
minutes required for it to produce an output change equal in magnitude to that produced by proportional 
action. 

The datapoint to set the Reset parameter is C107; it has a default value of 0 minutes (no integral action). 
The minimum value for integral action is 0.02 minutes and the maximum value is 200 minutes. 

Integral action datapoint C107 must be 0 minutes if Manual Reset, datapoint C111 is used in lieu of integra-
laction. The default value for Manual Reset is 50%. The minimum value is 0% and the maximum value is 
100%.
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10.3 Derivative Action (TD)
Derivative action augments proportional action by responding to the rate of change of the process variable. 
It is used to make the controller more responsive to sudden process disturbances. 

The datapoint to set the Rate parameter is C108; it has a default value of 0 minutes. 
The minimum value for derivative action is 0.01 minutes and the maximum time is 8 minutes; 0 is off. 
The derivative time in minutes is the amount of time by which the proportional action (or proportional plus 
integral action) is advanced.

10.4 Instrument Tuning
Table 10-1 provides summary information for the tuning parameters referenced in the three tuning meth-
ods that follow. The Trial and Error Method (Table 10-2) is usually preferred for processes that respond 
quickly, requiring no waiting to determine steady cycling process conditions. The Proportional Cycle 
Method (Table 10-3) and Step Response Method (Table 10-4) are expedient procedures for slow pro-
cesses. See Figure 10-1 for a graphical representation of the Step Response Method. 

Table 10-1. Summary Information for Tuning Parameters

Abbr. Datapoint Minimum Value Maximum Value Parameter

P.B. C106 2% 1000% Proportional Band

TR C107 0.02 minutes/rep. 200 minutes/rep. Reset

TD C108 0.01 minutes 8 minutes Rate

Table 10-2. Trial and Error Tuning Method

Step Procedure

1 Set the process to approximately normal conditions in Manual mode.

2 Set TR (C107) first to minimum value (0.02 minutes) for several moments, then set it 
to the extreme maximum (200 minutes) to lock in a fixed reset value.

3 Set P.B. (C106) to the widest value (1000%).

4 Set TD (C108) to the lowest value (0.01 minutes).

5 Switch to Auto mode.

6 Slowly reduce P.B. (C106) until process cycling starts.

7 Increase TD (C108) slowly until process cycling stops.

8 Reduce P.B. (C106) until process cycling starts again.

9 Further increase TD (C108) until cycling stops again.

10 Repeat Steps 8 and 9 until no improvement can be made when TD is increased.

11 Increase P.B. (C106) to a safe margin approximately 1.5 times the value attained in 
Steps 8 through 10.
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12 lntroduce automatic reset slowly by decreasing TR (C107) until cycling starts.

13 Back off TR (C107) to a safe margin of about 1.5 times the value attained in Step 12.

Table 10-3. Proportional Cycle Method

Step Procedure

1 Set the process to approximately normal conditions in Manual mode.

2 Set TR (C107) first to minimum value (0.02 minutes) for several moments, then set it 
to extreme maximum (200 minutes) to lock in a fixed reset value.

3 Set P.B. (C106~ to the widest value 1000%).

4 Set TD (C108) to the lowest value (0.01 minutes).

5 Switch to Auto mode.

6 Slowly reduce P.B. (C106) until process cycling starts.

7 When a slight cycle is repeatedly established, measure the peak-to-peak period of 
oscillation and record it as T minutes.

8  Observe the P.B. setting and record it as P.

9 Compute the best settings as follows: 
A. Proportional & Integral (PI): P.B. = 2 (P), TR = 0.8(T) 
B. Proportional & Derivative (PD): P.B. = 0.8(P), TD = 0.12(T) 
C. Proportional, Integral, and Derivative (PID): P.B. = 1.5(P), TR = 0.5(T), TD = 0.12(T)

Table 10-2. Trial and Error Tuning Method (Continued)

Step Procedure
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Table 10-4. Step Response Method

Step Procedure

1 Set the process to approximately normal conditions in Manual mode.

2 Introduce a 10% (approximate) step change to the manually regulated signal to the 
valve. Observe the magnitude of the step in percent of full signal span F. Also plot a 
graph of the resulting transient curve traced by the controlled variable.

3 Draw a straight line tangent to a point on the curve having the greatest slope (most 
linear).

4 Measure the apparent dead time L in minutes as shown in Figure 10-1.

5 Measure RL, the product of the slope and dead time as shown in Figure 10-1. This 
value should be expressed in percent of full scale span.

6 Compute the best settings as follows: 
A. Proportional (P): P.B. = (100 RL)/ F. 
B. Proportional & Integral(PI): P.B. = (100 RL)/ F, TR = 3L 
C. Proportional, Integral, and Derivative (PID): P.B. = (80 RL)/ F, TR = 2L, TD = 0.5L

Figure 10-1. Typical Step Response Method
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11.0 EASY-TUNE

The EASY-TUNE algorithm is used to help determine the optimal tuning values for the Proportional Band 
(PB), Integral (TR), and Derivative (TD) parameters (called PID constants) in the Controller Module Mode 
0 (CON-0). The three parameter datapoints are C106, Proportional Band (PB); C107, Reset Time (TR); 
and C108, Derivative Time (TD).

This section provides the necessary information to initiate the EASY-TUNE sequence, to identify the 
EASY-TUNE parameters, to evaluate the return status indications, and to modify the tuning criteria.

11.1 General Considerations
An instrument functioning in a process as a pure integrator can not be tuned with EASY-TUNE, as there is 
only one instrument value which eliminates the ability for instrument self regulation.

For processes with slow variable changes, be sure the Process Variable is at a steady state before initiat-
ing the EASY-TUNE sequence.

Disturbance to the process during the EASY-TUNE sequence may result in a false process characteriza-
tion.

Feed Forward control is not allowed during the EASY-TUNE sequence.

In some applications, a process response may not be satisfactorily approximated as a first order time lag 
with gain and dead time. 

If the ratio of process Dead Time (WP) and Process Time Constant (TP) is greater than 0.5, datapoint B386 
should be set to 3 for PID Control Mode.

11.2 Initiating the EASY-TUNE Sequence
The EASY-TUNE algorithm is initiated when datapoint B008, Background Program, is set to 1. Datapoint 
B385, Control Module Selector, must be checked to ensure it is at its default value of 0 for CON-0.
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11.3 EASY-TUNE Parameters 
All pertinent input parameters to the EASY-TUNE algorithm are obtained from Controller Module Mode 0, 
which must first be configured. The parameters that must be configured before initiating the EASY-TUNE 
sequence (B008 = 1) are items 1, 3, 5 through 10, in Table 11-1. 

Table 11-1. EASY-TUNE Parameters

Item Datapoints Description Default 
Value

1 L520

C385 
C386 
C387
C388
C389
C390

Enable Tuning Parameter Limits 
0 - no limits checked, 1 - limits below apply
lowest % PB
highest % PB
lowest TR (minutes)
highest TR (minutes)
lowest TD (minutes)
highest TD (minutes)

1

2
500
0
30
0
10

2 L521 Abort EASY-TUNE Switch
0 - no effect, 1 - EASY-TUNE is aborted

0

3 L522 Automatic Tuning Parameter
1 - upon successful completion of the EASY-TUNE sequence, 
     new tuning parameters will be entered. 
0 - new tuning parameters will not be entered but available for review.

0

4 B008 Enable EASY-TUNE 0

5 B385 Control Module Selector (leave at 0) 0

6 B386 PID Control Mode
1 - P, 2 - PI, 3 - PID, 4 - PD, 5 - I

0

7 C378 Excursion Limit for Preliminary Step Disturbance (%)
The step size chosen for C381 will cause a PV change which depends 
on the process gain as well as C381 itself. C378 should be set to 
approximately 1/4 of that expected change. (See C381 below.)

2

8 C379 Limiting Settling Time (seconds)
Set to maximum time allowed during B387 = 1 or 2. (See Table 11-2 
and Figure 11-1.)

0

9 C380 Maximum Allowable Excursion of PV in EASY-TUNE (%)
Setting C380 will prevent excessive change in PV.

0

10 C381 Step Size Change in Controller Output (± %)
Set large enough to cause significant but allowable PV changes.
 (See C378 above.)

0
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11
C382
C383
C384

Modifiers to Tuning Criteria (see Section 11.5.)
TP Time Constant modifier
KP Process Gain modifier
WP Dead-Time modifier

0.1
0.1
0.1

12
C391
C392
C393
C394
C395
C396

EASY-TUNE Results (display only):
TP Time Constant (seconds)
KP ProcessGain 
WP Dead-Time (seconds)
% PB
TR (minutes)
TD (minutes)

0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 11-1. EASY-TUNE Parameters (Continued)

Item Datapoints Description Default 
Value
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11.4 EASY-TUNE Sequence Status
Once initiated, the algorithm sets the instrument to Manual mode. After a period of settling time, a step 
change in instrument output is applied and the resulting process response is observed. As summarized in 
Table 11-2 and Table 11-3, datapoint 8387, EASY-TUNE Status, will numerically show the result of the 
EASY-TUNE algorithm. Figure 11-1 illustrates this event sequence and correlates it to the numeric codes 
in B387.  

Table 11-2. Normal Successful Status Display

Step Procedure

1 Settling time and finding initial steady state values.

2 Initial step disturbance to the process.

3 Preliminary process characterization. (Disturbance is removed.)

4 Finding second steady state valies. (Disturbance is re-applied.)

5 Finding process characteristics. (Disturbance is removed.)

0 EASY-TUNE successfully completed.

Table 11-3. EASY-TUNE Unsuccessful Status Display

Step Procedure Suggested Action/Cause/Retry

51 lnstrument output was saturated Instrument output was saturated at the start.

52 Saturation would have occurred if EASY-TUNE 
had continued.

Reverse the sign of step size configured in 
C381.

53 PV excursion exceeded the limit. Reduce the step size magnitude in C381 or 
increase MAX PV excursion limit in C380.

54 Instrument output was altered externally, either 
deliberately or accidentally.

Refrain from changing output.

55 A time-out occurred when B387 was 1. lncrease the Digital Filter Index (B269) and/or 
the Limiting Settling Time (C379).

56 A time-out occurred when B387 was 2. Increase the Limiting Settling Time (C379), or 
increase Step Size Change in Controller Output 
(C381), or decrease Excursion Limit for 
Preliminary Step Disturbance (C378).

57 A time-out occurred when B387 was 3. Disturbance might have occurred during EASY-
TUNE sequence.

58 A time-out occurred when B387 was 4. Disturbance might have occurred during EASY-
TUNE sequence.

59 A time-out occurred when B387 was 5. Disturbance might have occurred during EASY-
TUNE sequence.
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60 Abort EASY-TUNE Switch, L521 was set to 1. EASY-TUNE was aborted.

61 Tuning parameter limits were exceeded and 
used in the instrument.

Widen the tuning parameter limits in C385 - 
C390 or set Enable Tuning Parameter Limits, 
L520 to 0.

Table 11-3. EASY-TUNE Unsuccessful Status Display (Continued)

Step Procedure Suggested Action/Cause/Retry
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Figure 11-1. EASY-TUNE Sequence Diagram
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11.5 Modifications to Tuning Criteria
During EASY-TUNE sequence execution, each of the three algorithm variables: Time Constant (TP ), 
Process Gain (KP), and Dead-Time (WP), are altered by 10% in the conservative direction, (instrument 
operating characteristics would be slower response, but less chance of oscillation and instability) before 
the tuning parameters are computed using the ITAE equations listed in Table 11-4. (Figure 11-2 illustrates 
the equation variables with respect to the response curve.) 

The three variables TP, KP, and WP can be increased numerically to compute tuning parameters that are 
more conservative, or decreased for less conservative tuning parameter calculations (instrument operating 
characteristics would be faster response and greater chance of instability or oscillation). Parameters used 
to alter the variables are the EASY-TUNE Modifiers, datapoints C382 (TP Modifier), C383 (DP Modifier), and 
C384 (WP Modifier). It is recommended that the values entered in C382, C383, and C384 be between -0.5 
and 0.5. The effect on the equation variables is as follows:

TP modified = TP (1 - C382) 
KP modified = KP (1+ C383) 
WP modified = WP (1+ C384)    

Table 11-4. EASY-TUNE Equations

Mode PB in % TR (Minutes) TR* (Minutes)

P 204KP(WP/TP)1.084 0 0

PI 116.4KP(WP/TP)0.977 (TP/40.44)(WP/TP)0.68 0

PID 73.69KP(WP/TP)0.947 (TP/51.02)(WP/TP)0.738 (TP/157.5)(WP/TP)0.995

PD** 54.02KP(WP/TP)0.947 0 (TP/157.5)(WP/TP)0.995

i** 0 TP[(KP/25)(WP/TP)0.15] 0

Note: Process characteristics TP, KP, and WP are used to compute the ideal tuning parameters according to the 
Minimum Integral of Absolute Error Multiplied by Time Criterion (ITAE) for P, PI, and PID modes.

*If computed to be < B003/50, then TD = 0.
**Empirical estimates, not based on ITAE method.

✎    Note The approximation of a process step response curve by a first order 
time lag plus dead-time model is done by equating their values at 
0.2835 and 0.6321 fraction of the total excursion.
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Figure 11-2. Process Step Response Curve
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11.6 Aborting the EASY-TUNE Sequence
If the EASY-TUNE sequence is active and the instrument output is deliberately changed, the sequence will 
be aborted. The original instrument output and Manual or Auto mode will be restored. Datapoint B387, 
EASY-TUNE Status, will be set to 54.

If the EASY-TUNE sequence is active and datapoint L521, EASY-TUNE Abort Switch, is set to 1, the 
sequence is immediately aborted. The original instrument output and Manual or Auto mode will be 
restored. Datapoint B387, EASY-TUNE Status, will be set to 60.

11.7 EASY-TUNE Sequence Completion
Upon successful completion of the EASY-TUNE sequence, the instrument is returned to its original status, 
with or without the new tuning parameters, depending on its initial settings. If the EASY-TUNE algorithm 
encounters an abnormal event, the instrument is returned to its original settings and an error status is dis-
played in datapoint B387.
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12.0 Maintenance

12.1 Service Approach
This instrument is a microprocessor-based device; all mathematical computations, data manipulation, and 
sequencing operations are software controlled. After the instrument has been configured, normal opera-
tions are controlled via the front panel push buttons. Because the controller does not have internal circuitry 
that requires field adjustment, diagnostic testing and preventive maintenance are not required to be per-
formed.

Generally, when a process malfunction occurs, it usually manifests itself as a controller problem, even 
though it might be a defective process variable monitoring device, remote transmitter, or interconnecting 
wires. These associated remote devices should be checked before attempting controller troubleshooting 
and repair.

Due to the complexity of microprocessor-based instruments, attempting fault finding analysis on integrated 
circuits (ICs) on the main printed circuit board (PCB) is not recommended. The ICs are static-sensitive and 
can be damaged if not properly handled. Also, when test probes are connected, even a momentary short 
across several IC pins with a probe tip can damage the IC. Therefore, only trained technicians familiar with 
CMOS technology and microprocessor functionality should be permitted to service the equipment.

12.2 Parts Replacement

You can access the internal instrument parts by removing the front display panel:

1. Insert a small screwdriver into the notch at the top center of the display.

2. Twist the screwdriver to depress the retaining latch. 

3. Hold the upper sides of the display and pull forward as the latch is depressed.

4. Disconnect the cable at the rear of the front display panel from its socket. The other cable end 
connects to the main printed circuit board. 

To replace the display unit:

1. Reconnect the display end of the cable to the new front display panel.

2. Insert the extended portion of the display panel into the instrument cabinet.

3. Latch it in place with a screwdriver.

After the front display panel is removed, the main printed circuit board can be accessed. The main printed 
circuit board has the power supply as well as the microprocessor circuitry. 

✎    Note The factory set calibration constants for ANI0, ANI1, and ANO0 are 
applicable only for the main printed circuit board supplied in the 
particular controller. This data is recorded on a calibration sheet 
supplied with the controller. The data should be retained to facilitate 
easy field recalibration in the event one or more of the constants is 
inadvertently changed.

∆     Warning ALWAYS REMOVE POWER BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO INSTALL, 
DISASSEMBLE, OR SERVICE ANY OF THE EQUIPMENT. 
FAILURE TO REMOVE POWER MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS 
PERSONAL INJURY AND/OR EQUIPMENT DAMAGE.
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To remove the main PCB:

1. Use the PCB’s front edge board ejector to pull it free from the rear terminal board slot, and 
carefully slide it from the case. 

2. Disconnect the front display panel flat ribbon cable from the main PCB. 

To install the replacement main PCB:

1. Connect the front display panel ribbon cable.

2. Slide the PCB into the instrument case, seating it into the rear terminal board slot.

3. Install the front display panel.

If a situation arises requiring technical assistance, contact the nearest MicroMod Automation field office.

In the event of a hardware malfunction, a replacement PCB can be quickly substituted for the defective 
assembly to minimize downtime. Contact MicroMod Automation for instructions before returning equip-
ment. The defective PCB should be carefully packaged and returned, shipping charges prepaid, to the 
Repair Dept. of MicroMod Automation. Do not wrap PCBs in plastic, as it can cause static damage.  It 
is suggested that the defective PCB be returned in the special bag in which the replacement module was 
supplied.

12.3 Calibration
The controller’s analog inputs (ANI0 and ANI1) and output (ANO0) are extremely stable. They normally do 
not require recalibration. If it becomes necessary to recalibrate the instrument, due to the inadvertent 
change of the stored calibration values, then this can be accomplished by altering their respective 
datapoints. The calibration span and zero datapoint locations are shown in Table 12-1. 

✎     Note Power Supply Fuses 
AC Power: 1A, 250 V, Fast Blow Schurter Type 034.3930 
DC Power: 3A, 250 V, Slow Blow BEL Type 5TT3

✎     Note When communicating with MicroMod Automation for replacement 
of the main PCB, refer to the serial number of the unit to ensure the 
correct replacement assembly is supplied. The necessary ordering 
information is provided on the instrument data tag and on the 
manufacturing specification sheet supplied with that particular 
controller.

Table 12-1. Calibration Span and Zero Datapoint Locations

Analog Signal Calibrate Zero Calibrate Span

ANI0 B263 C296

ANI1 B264 C297

ANO0 B267 C300

✎     Note The Spans have a nominal value of 1.0 and can be adjusted up or 
down within the range of 0.8 to 1.2. The Zeros have a nominal value 
of 128 and can be adjusted up or down within the range of 100 to 
150.
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12.4 Error and Hardware Malfunction Messages
Error Messages: 

• LOGO - The controller is in the suspend state (also called FIX 0 because datapoint location 
B00 = 0).

Hardware Malfunction Messages: · 

• Entire Display Flashes: The watchdog timer has timed out.

• CPU RAM FAILURE: IC U1 is bad.

• ROM CHKS FAILURE: IC U3 is bad.

12.5 Resetting the Controller
The controller can be reset either by either of these methods:

• Cycle the power.

- or -

• Carefully press the reset button by inserting a thin wire through the small hole in the upper left 
corner of the front bezel. 

When the controller restarts, it immediately checks to determine if any of the horizontal keypad push but-
tons are being pressed.

• If the F1 push button is pressed and held during controller reset, the controller enters a factory 
test mode. To exit test mode, reset the controller again using the thin wire with no push 
buttons pressed.

• If the F2 push button is pressed and held during controller reset, the controller database is set 
to the defaulted values. (Also called FIX 98, because setting datapoint location B00 to 98 
initiates the same operation.)

• If the F3 push button is pressed and held during controller reset, the controller is forced to the 
suspend state (FIX 0).
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12.6 Parts List 
The parts list is provided in Table 12-2 and the parts breakdown is illustrated in Figure 12-1.

12.7 Supplemental Information
An illustration of the pin assignments for the Hand-Held Configurer connector is provided in Figure 12-2.

Table 12-2. Parts List

Key Part Number Description

1 612B395U02 Case

2 686B689U01 Main Printed Circuit Board

3 164B130U03 Power Supply - 120/220/240 V ac, 50/60 Hz

164B130U04 Power Supply - 24 V dc

4 698B179U05/U063 Front Display

5 686B598U01 Rear Terminal Board

6 677B942U01 Cable - Display to Main PCB

173D109U03 U.S. Power Cord - 120 V ac, 50/60 Hz

355J093U01 Trim Collar for Single Case

614B836U01 Trim Collar and Spacer for Two Cases

614B836U02 Trim Collar and Spacer for Three Cases

614B836U03 Trim Collar and Spacer for Four Cases

614B836U04 Trim Collar and Spacer for Five Cases

614B836U05 Trim Collar and Spacer for Six Cases

614B836U06 Trim Collar and Spacer for Seven Cases

614B836U07 Trim Collar and Spacer for Eight Cases

614B836U08 Trim Collar and Spacer for Nine Cases

614B836U09 Trim Collar and Spacer for Ten Cases

614B762U02 Kit of Three Plates for 3 X 6 Instrument Panel Cutout
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Figure 12-3 illustrates the pin assignments for the Communication ITB that is necessary for proper termi-
nation(s) of a Datalink network.  

Figure 12-1. Illustrated Parts Breakdown
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Figure 12-2. Hand-Held Configurer Connector
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Figure 12-3. Communication ITB Pin Assignments
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Appendix A: Discrete Contact Output CCO

The discrete output CCO is not a mechanical contact closure but an NPN Transistor that is analogous to a 
single pole, single throw switch with one terminal connected to power common. This circuit layout is com-
monly called an Open Collector Output. (See Figure A-1.)

Capability limits of a CCO are as follows:

• 50 mA maximum current flow when closed.

• 30 V dc maximum tolerance voltage when open.

A CCO will operate any external device that can be made to switch if it does not require more than 50 mA 
of current to the (+) terminal.

Typical uses for a CCO are to actuate a small relay, activate an external alarm buzzer, provide Contact 
Input (CCI) to another instrument, or to provide output to an annunciator panel.

A CCO circuit is equivalent to an unpowered switch. If the 24 V de supply of the instrument is not already 
fully loaded1, it can be used as a source of power for the CCO; otherwise, a separate, external dc supply 
must be used. In the upper circuit illustration of Figure A-2, the +24 V is obtained from pins 1 or 4 of TB1 
located on the instrument rear terminal board. (See Figure 2-4.)

In Figure A-1,the switch is closed when the output logic bit (L24 for CCO0) is set to 1, provided that its 
respective invert bit (L288 for CCO0) is 0. The relay in Figure A-2 is energized when the output bit is set to 
1 if the invert bit is 0. If the invert bit is set to 1, the output bit will cause the relay to de-energize when it is 
set to 1.

Figure A-2 also shows how a dc electromechanical relay is operated using an internal or external power 
source. There are many dc relays available with a coil resistance of 430 ohms or more. 
(Note: with the 24 V dc supply, a 430 ohm coil resistance will pass 50 mA of current.)

Figure A-3 shows how several CCOs can be arranged in parallel using one power source, so that any one 
CCO can actuate a single relay.

Figure A-4 shows a CCO used to control a solid state relay2. The resistor is added to the circuit from the 
power source to limit the current flow, and also to establish the voltage across the relay when the CCO 
switch is open.

In Figure A-5, the CCO of one instrument is applied directly to the CCI of another instrument. When the 
CCO closes, the CCI circuit of the second instrument is complete. An appropriate resistance is required in 
the second instrument, as it provides the power for its CCI operation.

1. Power source - 80 mA maximum.
2. Several manufacturers are Crydom Division, International Rectifier, and OPTO 22.
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Figure A-1. CCO Circuit and its Equivalent

Figure A-2. Circuits for Operating DC Relays
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Figure A-3. Operating CCOs in Parallel

Figure A-4. CCO with Solid State Relay
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Figure A-5. CCO Operating CCI Directly
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Appendix B: Communications

B.1 Standard Communications
Two digital communication channels are provided with this instrument: 

1. There is a configuration port that is an RS-232 serial interface. It is accessed via a 5 pin 
mini-DIN connector located under the pull-down door on the front panel (see Figure 3-1). It is 
used to configure instrument parameters for selected operational characteristics. The 
parameters are configured with the Hand-Held Configurer (HHC), as described in Section 3, or 
with a customer-supplied PC executing the appropriate software. 

2. There is also an RS-422/485 serial interface used to connect the instrument to a Datalink 
multi-drop network. Interface connection to the Datalink network is via the rear terminal board 
(TB1) of the instrument, pins 19 through 22, as shown in Section 2.

Information in this section applies to both the configuration port and the Datalink interface, with the follow-
ing exceptions:

1. The configuration port data rate is 9600 baud, with 8 data bits, and no parity.

2. The configuration port powers up in standard mode suitable for use with the HHC, but can be 
switched to binary mode by sending the following four-character sequence:

Sent        03H 1 BH                0EH                 15H 
Echoed                  1BH 20H          0EH 20H        15H

After echoing the 15H character, the instrument switches to binary mode and is able to 
process binary communications messages from that time on. (Characters sent after the 15H 
and before the 15H echo are ignored.)

3. Once the configuration port switches to binary mode, it remains in that mode as long as the 
connection is maintained. The connection is maintained by sending a character at least once 
every 30 seconds. If 30 seconds elapses without a character being received by the instrument 
through the configuration port, the port returns to standard mode.

4. When in binary mode, the instrument responds to all messages regardless of the address to 
which they are directed.

The Datalink interface requires four conductors: a transmit pair and a receive pair. The voltage levels of 
each conductor pair conform to the EIA RS-422/485 standard. In accordance with this standard, the overall 
Datalink network distance is limited to 4000 feet when #24 AWG twisted pair wire is used to interconnect 
the nodes. Adapters are available to convert RS-422/485 to RS-232 or 20 mA current loops.

In a Datalink network, the instruments communicate as Responders to host or SUPERVISOR-PC queries. 
The host or PC functions as the Interrogator and acts as the central control point for the Datalink network. 
A maximum of 32 addressable instruments can be connected to a Datalink network. Using the 
SUPERVISOR-PC in a Datalink network system allows a variety of services to be implemented as 
described in the SUPERVISOR-PC Instruction Bulletin, IB 53SU5000.

✎     Note Numbers used in this section that are expressed In hexadecimal 
notation (base 16) are identified with an H after the number.
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B.1.1 Configuration 
To initialize the instrument for binary communications, configure the instrument as described in Table B-1, 
Column 3 (Set Up). 

Table B-1. Communication Module

Title Datapoint Set-Up Default Attribute

Purpose: This module is used to configure the Datalink port parameters (e.g., baud rate, parity 
selection, etc.).

Instrument 
Address

B01 S 0 This item identifies the address of this instrument on 
the Datalink network. Each unit connected to the 
Datalink network must have its own unique address. 
Valid addresses are from 0 to 31.

Baud Rate B02 S 253 This datapoint value designates the baud rate (data 
transfer rate) of the Datalink network. The baud rate 
must be the same for all of the instruments 
connected to the same Datalink network. Datapoint 
values and their corresponding baud rates are as 
follows:
     Value        Baud Rate        Value       Baud Rate

255
254
N/A
253
250
244
232
208
160
N/A

28800
14400

N/A
9600
4800
2400
1200
600
300
N/A

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

28800
14400
19200

9600
4800
2400
1200
600
300
110

No Parity L256 0 0 This datapoint indicates if parity generation and 
checking should be turned on or off. It is set to 0 for 
even parity serial byte protocol. It is set to 1 for no 
parity protocol.

No Byte 
Stuffing

L258 0 0 When set to a 1, this datapoint disables the 
standard MicroMod communication protocol feature 
which inserts a 00 (NUL) byte after every 7EH 
(SOH) that is not the beginning of a message. (This 
permits user-written communications software to 
determine the number of bytes to expect in a 
response message.) It must be set to 0 when using 
MicroMod communications software or equipment.

Datalink 
Disable

L257 0 0 When set to 0, it permits full Datalink 
communication capabilities. When set to 1, it 
disables Datalink communication capabilities.

Note: S = Select a value from the Attribute column. Use all other datapoint values as shown.
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B.1.2 Protocol
The Data link protocol requires the host or SUPERVISOR-PC to initiate alltransactions. There are two 
basic categories for all of the Datalink message types: 

• Interrogate, used to read data from an addressed instrument.

• Change, used to alter a value in an addressed instrument. 

The addressed instrument decodes the message and provides an appropriate response. The protocol def-
initions for the Datalink message types are provided in Table B-2.

Table B-2. Message Field Definitions

Symbol Title Definition

SOH Start of Header This character, 7E, denotes the beginning of a message.

I.A. Instrument Address The address of the instrument responding to the transaction. It 
must be within a range of 00-1F (00-31 decimal).

CMD Command Is the operation to be performed or a description of the 
message that follows the Command-I.A. byte. The Command-
I.A. byte has two fields: 

• the Command field (3 bits), and 
• the I.A. field (5 bits)

There are five commands: 

Interrogate
Change
Change Bits
Acknowledge
Response

The commands are covered in Section B.1.3, Message Types.

NUM Number The number of data bytes transferred or requested. The NUM 
must be in a range of 00-32.

LO-ADD Lower Address Bits The least significant 8 bits of a 16 bit instrument address. 

HI-ADD Higher Address Bits The most significant 8 bits of a 16 bit instrument address. 

DATA An 8 bit data byte.

XXXX Represents a variable number of data bytes.

MASK An 8 bit byte where each bit, called a flag, is dedicated to an 
event that is permitted or prohibited, depending on the flag 
setting. If the flag is set to 0, the event is permitted. If the flag is 
set to 1, the event is prohibited.

STATE Represents the bit settings of a particular byte: which bits are 
set to 1 and which bits are set to 0.

LRC Longitudinal 
Redundancy 
Character

Is a character written at the end of the message that represents 
the byte content of the message and is checked to ensure data 
was not lost in transmission. It is the sum of all bytes Module 
256 of the message not including the SOH character or its own 
bit settings (LRC).
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B.1.3 Message Types
The types of messages that are sent between the host or SUPERVISOR-PC and the Datalink network 
instrument are formatted as follows:

B.1.3.1 Host or SUPERVISOR-PC to Instrument:
1. INTERROGATE - This message requests up to 20H consecutively stored bytes, beginning at 

the specified memory address location of the addressed instrument.

  01111110   EOH + I.A.   NUM  LO ADD   HI ADD   LRC

2. CHANGE - This message sends up to 20H bytes of new data to the addressed instrument. 

  01111110  AOH + I.A.  NUM   LO ADD    HI ADD   Data 1  XXXXXXXXX   Data N  LRC

3. CHANGE BITS - This message alters only the specified bits in the specified bytes in the 
addressed instrument. (NUM = 2n)

  01111110  COH + I.A.  NUM  LO ADD   HI ADD   Mask 1  State 1   XXXX  Mask N 
      State N   LRC

4. ACKNOWLEDGE - This message signals the addressed instrument that its last echoed 
change message was received correctly; the instrument performs the change requested.

01111110   80H + I.A.

B.1.3.2 Instrument to Host or SUPERVISOR-PC:
1. RESPONSE - This message furnishes the data requested by the INTERROGATE command 

of the Host or SUPERVISOR-PC. It is also used to echo back the previous CHANGE message 
of the Host or SUPERVISOR-PC.

01111110   20H + I.A.  NUM  LO ADD   HI ADD   Data 1  XXXXX   Data N   LRC

B.1.4 Communication Transaction Examples

B.1.4.1 Transaction A Example

Host or SUPERVISOR-PC requests 9 bytes of data beginning at hexadecimal memory address 1000H 
from the instrument at Datalink address 03.

1. Host or SUPERVISOR-PC sends INTERROGATE message. 

01111110  11100011   00001001  00000000   00010000  11111100

SOH        Command   NUM         LO ADD      HI ADD       LRC
              + I.A.

2. Instrument sends RESPONSE message.

01111110   00100011   00001001   00000000   00010000   XXXXX  XXXXX  XXXXX   LRC

SOH         Command   NUM          LO ADD      HI ADD       Data 1 .................Data 9 
               + I.A.
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B.1.4.2 Transaction B Example

Host or SUPERVISOR-PC sends two bytes of new data, to be loaded into the instrument at Datalink 
address 03, beginning at hexadecimal memory address 1000H.

1. Host sends CHANGE message. 

01111110  10100011  00000010  00000000  00010000  00001000  00001100  11001001

SOH        Command  NUM          LO ADD     HI ADD     Data 1        Data 2       LRC
                +  I.A.

2. Instrument sends RESPONSE message.

01111110  00100011  00000010  00000000  00010000  00001000  00001100  01001001

SOH        Command  NUM          LO ADD    HI ADD      Data 1       Data 2        LRC
                + I.A.

3. Host sends ACKNOWLEDGE message.

01111110  10000011

SOH         Command
                +  I.A.

4. Instrument performs the change requested at end of the current program scan.
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B.1.5 Calculating Data Addresses 
If communications software must be generated to accommodate unique Datalink applications require-
ments, then the instrument memory address scheme must be known for proper data bit (e.g., L data type) 
and data byte (e.g., B, C, H, and A data types) memory location determination.

This memory address scheme applies only if a 6 is in memory address location 8002H. Memory address 
location 8002H must be read and if it contains a 6, then the address scheme that is described in Table B-3 
should be applied for this instrument..

✎     Note Numbers used in this section that are expressed in hexadecimal 
notation (base 16) are identified with an H after the number.

Table B-3. Instrument Memory Address Scheme

Data 
Type

Base 
Memory 
Address

Byte 
Size Data Format Address Calculation Algorithm

B 200H 1 Represents a positive integer with 
values from 0 to 255.

Address = B Base + (B Number)
             = 200H + (B Number) 
Address example: B012 location 
= 200H + 12D = 200H + CH = 20CH

L 500H 1 Bit A single binary bit with a logical 
value of 0 or 1. L datapoints are 
packed 8 to a byte.

Address = L Base + (L Number/8)
             = 500H + (L Number/8)
Remainder = bit position in byte
Address example: L014 location = 
500H + 14/8 = 501H, bit 6 
(remainder).

C 600H 3 Represents floating point values 
that have a resolution of one part in 
32,768 (15 bits) and a dynamic 
range of ± 1038. The first two bytes 
represent a 2’s complement 
notation in fractional form (2-n) 
whose absolute value is between 
0.5 and 0.9999. The third byte is the 
power of 2 in 2’s complement 
notation. Floating point example: 
64H 00H 07H = 100D (Decimal)
64H = 0110 0100, fractional binary 
weights left to right are 
0 = 2’s complement positive,                                   
1 = 2-1 = 1/2 = 0.5, 1 = 2-2 = 1/4 = 
0.25, 0=0, 0=0, 1 = 2-5 = 1/32 = 
0.03125, 0=0, and 0=0. 
64H = 0.5+0.25+0.03125 = 
0.78125.07H = 128D. 128D X 
0.78125D = 100.

Address = C Base + (3 X C Number)
              = 600H + (3 X C Number) 
Address example: C011 location 
600H + (3 X 11) = 600H + 33D
= 600H + 21H = 621H.
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H F00H 5 Represents high precision 
floating point values that have a  
resolution of one part in 2 billion (31 
bits) and a dynamic range of ± 1038. 
The first four bytes represent a 2’s 
complement notation in fractional 
form (2-n) whose absolute value is 
between 0.5 and 0.9999. The fifth 
byte is the power of 2 in 2’s 
complement notation. Floating point 
example: 9CH 00H 00H 00H 07H = 
-100. The 2’s complement notation 
bit in the 9 = 1 (1001) indicating a 
negative number; therefore, 9C 
must be re-complemented . 9C = 
1001 1100, change 1’s to 0’s and 
0’s to 1’s = 0110 0011and add 
1=0110 0100 (64H). Fractional 
binary weights left to right for 0110 
0100 are 0 = 2’s complement 
positive,  1 = 2-1 = 1/2 = 0.5, 1 = 2-2 
= 1/4 = 0.25, 0=0, 0=0, 1 = 2-5= 1/32 
= 0.03125, 0=0, 0=0. 64H = 0.5 + 
0.25 + 0.03125 = 0.78125. 
07H=128D, 128D X 0.78125D = 
100. A negative sign is assigned (-
100) because the original 2’s 
complement binary bit in the 9 
(1001) of 9C was set indicating a 
negative number.

Address = H Base + (5 X H Number)
             = F00H + (5 X H Number)
Address example: H001 location
F00H + (5 X 1) = F00H + 5D = F00H 
+ 5H = F05H.

A (F)* 1400H 10 (A)
5 (F)*

The A data format represents text 
strings that are 10 characters long. 
The F data format represents text 
strings that are 5 characters long.

Address = A Base + (10 X Number)
             = 1400H + (10 X Number)
 (for both A and F data types) 
Address example: A015 location
1400H + (10 X 15) =
1400H + 150D = 1400H + 96H 
1496H.

* F data types are 5 bytes long and are mapped onto A data types.

Table B-3. Instrument Memory Address Scheme

Data 
Type

Base 
Memory 
Address

Byte 
Size Data Format Address Calculation Algorithm
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B.1.6 Software Characteristics
1. Transparency Rule - whenever 7E hexadecimal is transmitted as anything other than SOH, a 

00 byte will be inserted directly following it (byte stuffing). 

2. All transactions are initiated by the Host or SUPERVISOR-PC. 

3. All instruments begin their response within 10 ms after the end of the transmission by the Host 
or SUPERVISOR-PC; otherwise, a faulty transmission may be assumed.

4. Illegal messages received by the instruments are ignored. 

5. The host must acknowledge the instrument’s response to a CHANGE REQUEST within 100 
ms or the request is ignored. 

6. A break of 100 ms in a message causes the instrument to ignore the part of the message 
before the break.

7. The maximum number of data bytes per message is 32 (decimal).

B.1.7 Hardware Characteristics
1. Transmission Speed - standard rates are 300 - 28800 baud.

2. Asynchronous by character.

3. A character is: 
     1 Start bit.
     8 Data bits - the Least Significant Bit (LSB) is transmitted first. 
    1 Even Parity bit. 
    1 Stop bit.

4. Line is 4-wire, shielded twisted pair, type RS-422/485.
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Appendix C: Database

The database contains six datapoint types. Each datapoint type represents a specific data format: whole 
integers, alphanumeric text strings, etc. The datapoint types are defined in Table C-1. The database is 
listed in alphanumeric order in Table C-2. The gray-tone shading in the default cell of a datapoint indicates 
the datapoint contents are not changed by defaulting the database. (For the procedure to default the dat-
base, see Section 3.3.3, Defaulting the Database.)

Table C-1. Datapoint Types

Type Qty Byte 
Size Format

L 16 1 Bit Represents a single binary bit that can have the value of 0 or 1.

B 17 1 Represents a positive integer with values from 0 to 255.

C 17 3 Represents real analog (floating point) values that have a resolution of one 
part in 32,768 (15 bits) and a dynamic range of ± 1038.

H 2 5 Represents high precision analog (floating point) values that have a 
resolution of one part in 2 billion (31 bits) and a dynamic range of ± 1038.

A 14 10 Represents text strings that can be 10 characters long.

F 3 5 Represents text strings that can be 5 characters long.
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Table C-2. Database

Title Symbol Datapoint Default Attribute

Control Tag 
Name

CTAG A000 CON-0 It is an assignable 10 character name that appears with 
the control strategy (CS1-4) displays.

Engineering 
Units

CEU A001 PERCENT The default is PERCENT, but is assignable as units of 
measure the Process Variable represents.

System 
Module Tag 
Name

TAG A008 SL5100 It is an assignable 10 character name for the system 
module.

Parameter 
Title

PTAG A014 CON-0 
TUNE

It is an assignable 10 character name for the parameter 
display.

Parameter 
Point 1 
Name

PNA A015 PROP. 
BAND

It is an assignable 10 character name for the Point 1 
Designator of the parameter display.

Parameter 
Point 2 
Name

PNB A016 RESET It is an assignable 10 character name for the Point 2 
Designator of the parameter display.

Parameter 
Point 3 
Name

PNC A017 RATE It is an assignable 10 character name for the Point 3 
Designator of the parameter display.

ANI0 Tag 
Name

AITAG A224 ANI0 It is an assignable 10 character name for analog input 0.

ANI1 Tag 
Name

AITAG A225 ANI1 It is an assignable 10 character name for analog input 1.

ANO0 Tag 
Name

AOTAG A244 ANO0 It is an assignable 10 character name for analog output 
0.

CCI Tag 
Name

CITAG A262 CCI0 It is an assignable 10 character name for the contact 
control input.

CCO Tag 
Name

COTAG A280 CCO0 It is an assignable 10 character name for the contact 
control output.

ANI0 
Engineering 
Units

AIEU A298 PERCENT It is assignable for units of meature ANI0 represents 
(e.g., GPM for gallons/minute).

ANI1 
Engineering 
Units

AIEU A299 PERCENT It is assignable for units of meature ANI1 represents 
(e.g., GPM for gallons/minute).
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Function 
Index

FIX B000 0 The operational algorithm of the unit is selected by the 
value of this parameter:
0 = Suspend Mode; no control algorithm execution.
      The logo is displayed.
1 = CS1, Single Loop PID Controller operation.
2 = CS2, Analog Backup Controller operation.
3 = CS3, Ration Controller operation.
4 = CS4, Automatic/Manual Station operation.
97 = Display Test. The entire display alternately
        flashes on and off. When off, a border around
        the display perimeter remains lit.
98 = Default Database. Defaults the database, 
        then sets FIX 0 for suspend mode, which
       displays the logo.

Datalink 
Instrument 
Address

IA B001 0 It identifies the address of this instrument on the Datalink 
network. Each unit connected to the Datalink network 
must have its own unique address. Valid addresses are 
from 0 to 31.

Datalink 
Baud Rate

BR B002 253 This datapoint value designates the baud rate (data 
transfer rate) of the Datalink network. The baud rate must 
be the same for all of the instruments connected to the 
same Datalink network. Datapoint values and their 
corresponding baud rates are as follows:

     Value             Baud Rate        Value           Baud Rate

255
254
N/A
253
250
244
232
208
160
N/A

28800
14400

N/A
9600
4800
2400
1200
600
300
N/A

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

28800
14400
19200
9600
4800
2400
1200
600
300
110

EASY-
TUNE 
Enable

ETE B008 0 When set to a 1, the EASY-TUNE algorithm is 
implemented. This parameter is left at 0 for normal 
instrument operation. (See Section 11.)

Display 
Brightness 
Index

BRIGHT B012 4 This parameter controls the display screen intensity. 
A value of 0 is the brightest, and a value of 7 is the 
dimmest intensity. Normal viewing setting is 4. 

ANI0 
Calibrate 
Zero

CIZ B263 This is the calibration zero adjustment. This parameter is 
factory set and should not need adjustment under 
normal operation. See Section 12.3 for adjustment.

Table C-2. Database (Continued)

Title Symbol Datapoint Default Attribute
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ANI1 
Calibrate 
Zero

CIZ B264 This is the calibration zero adjustment. This parameter is 
factory set and should not need adjustment under 
normal operation. See Section 12.3 for adjustment.

ANO0 
Calibrate 
Zero

COZ B267 This is the calibration zero adjustment. This parameter is 
factory set and should not need adjustment under 
normal operation. See Section 12.3 for adjustment.

ANI0 Digital 
Filter Index

DFILT B269 3 This controls a first order filter that is applied to the input 
signal. The time constant is entered as an index value as 
follows:
                  0 - No Smoothing (no effect)

1 - 0.05 s
2 - 0.1 s
3 - 0.3 s
4 - 0.7 s
5 - 1.5 s

 6 - 3.1 s
 7 - 6.3 s
 8 - 12.7 s
 9 - 25.5 s
10 - 51.1 s

11 - 102 s
12 - 205 s
13 - 410 s
14 - 819 s
15 - 1638 s

ANI1 Digital 
Filter Index

DFILT B270 3 This controls a first order filter that is applied to the input 
signal. The time constant is entered as an index value as 
follows:
                  0 - No Smoothing (no effect)

1 - 0.05 s
2 - 0.1 s
3 - 0.3 s
4 - 0.7 s
5 - 1.5 s

 6 - 3.1 s
 7 - 6.3 s
 8 - 12.7 s
 9 - 25.5 s
10 - 51.1 s

11 - 102 s
12 - 205 s
13 - 410 s
14 - 819 s
15 - 1638 s

Table C-2. Database (Continued)

Title Symbol Datapoint Default Attribute
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Control 
Alarm Mode

AIX B335 1 This parameter defines the Alarm Active (PA1 & PA2) 
interpretation of the two Alarm Limits (PL1 & PL2). It is 
entered into the datapoint as an index value (0-6) as 
follows: 
0   PA1: High when PV > PL1 
     PA2: Low when PV < PL2  
1      -    None 
2  PA1: High when PV > PL1
    PA2: not affected
3  PA1: not affected 
    PA2: Low when PV < PL1 
4  PA1: High when PV > PL1 
    PA2: Hi-Hi when PV > PL2 
5  PA1: Low when PV < PL1
    PA2: Lo-Lo when PV < PL2
6  PA1: Hi-Dev when Dev > PL1
    PA2: Lo-Dev when Dev < PL2

Alarm Examples:

B335     PV        PL1         PL2        Alarm    Setpoint                                          Notes
                       (C103)    (C104)

  0          >60        60                        HIGH                          Alarm Limit 1 is set for 60. If PV exceeds 60 = HIGH alarm.

  0          <40                      40          LOW                           Alarm Limit 2 is set for 40. If PV falls below 40 = LOW alarm.

  2          >60        60                         HIGH                         Alarm Limit 1 is set for 60. If PV exceeds 60 = HIGH alarm. 

  2          <40                      40           N/A                            Alarm Limit 2 is set fo 40. If PV falls below 40 = no alarm condition.

  3          >60        60                         N/A                            Alarm Limit 1 is set for 60. It PV exceeds 60 = no alarm condition. 

  3          <40                      40          LOW                           Alarm Limit 2 is set for 40. If PV falls below 40 = LOW alarm.

  4          >60        60                         HIGH                          Alarm Limit 1 is set for 60. If PV exceeds 60 = HIGH alarm. 

  4          >70                      70           HI-HI                           Alarm Limit 2 is set for 70. If PV exceeds 70 = HI-HI alarm.

  5          <40        40                        LOW                            Alarm Limit 1 is set for 40. If PV falls below 40 = LOW alarm.

  5          <30                      30          LO-LO                         Alarm Limit 2 is set for 30. If PV falls below 30 = LO-LO alarm.

  6          >50       10                         HI-DEV         40           Alarm Limit 1 = 10, Setpoint at 40. If PV exceeds 50 = HI-DEV alarm.

  6         <30                     -10           LO-DEV        40          Alarm Limit 2 = -10, Setpoint at 40. If PV falls below 30 = LO-DEV alarm.

Analog 
Output 
(Display 
Only)

ANO0 C000 0 The value in this datapoint represents the percent of 
output to be generated by hardware (e.g., 100 % output = 
20 mA).

Process 
Variable

PV C100 0 This is the actual PV variable of the controller PID 
algorithm. It is obtained from ANI0.

Setpoint   SP C101 0 This is the actual setpoint of the PID algorithm obtained 
from the setpoint increase/decrease pushbuttons or from 
Remote Setpoint (RSP). 

Table C-2. Database (Continued)

Title Symbol Datapoint Default Attribute
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Output OUT C102 0 When in Auto, this is the actual result of the controller 
PID algorithm; otherwise, it is the value determined by 
the output pushbuttons. it is transferred to ANO0.

Alarm 
Limit 1

PL1 C103 100 This parameter is the point in engineering units at which 
the upper alarm is triggered. 

Alarm 
Limit 2

PL2 C104 0 This parameter is the point in engineering units at which 
the lower alarm is triggered. 

Alarm 
Dead Band

ADB C105 2 This parameter sets the activation/deactivation gap for 
the alarm. This value in engineering units defines an area 
of hysteresis at the alarm point.

Proportional 
Band

PB C106 100 This parameter is the percent of error required to move 
the output full scale for proportional action. It modifies the 
controller response in standard PID terms. 

Reset Time TR C107 0 This parameter represents the number of minutes per 
repeat for integral action. It modifies the controller 
response in standard PID terms.

Rate Time TD C108 0 This parameter represents the minutes that proportional 
action is advanced (derivative action).

Manual 
Reset

MR C111 50 This parameter determines the position of the valve 
(output) when the instrument is in Automatic mode and 
the error is zero. (It is only in effect when TR = 0.)

Controller 
Span

IR C115 100 These two parameters set the upper and lower values on 
the controller display. They permit the control action to be 
defined over a range independent of the process variable 
input range. They also determine the speed at which the 
setpoint changes when the UP or DOWN arrow pushbuttons 
are pressed (CS1 through CS3). 
For CS4, they determine only the displayable range, as 
the setpoint pushbuttons are not used.

Controller 
Lower 
Range

ILR C116 0

Remote 
Setpoint

RSP C120 0 It is the calculated result of the remote setpoint algorithm 
and is used as the setpoint if the controller is in remote.

ANI0 
Engineering 
Span

SPAN C256 100 This determines the upper range that analog input 0 
represents in engineering units. The upper range value 
equals Engineering Zero plus Engineering Span.

ANI1 
Engineering 
Span

SPAN C257 100 This determines the upper range that analog input 1 
represents in engineering units. The upper range value 
equals Engineering Zero plus Engineering Span.

ANI0 
Engineering 
Zero

ZERO C276 0 This is the lower range value of analog input 0.

Table C-2. Database (Continued)
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ANI1 
Engineering 
Zero

ZERO C277 0 This is the lower range value of analog input 1.

ANI0 
Calibrate 
Span

CIS C296 This is the calibration span adjustment. This parameter is 
factory set and should not need adjustment under 
normal operation. See Section 12.3 for adjustment.

ANI1 
Calibrate 
Span

CIS C297 This is the calibration span adjustment. This parameter is 
factory set and should not need adjustment under 
normal operation. See Section 12.3 for adjustment.

ANO0 
Calibrate 
Span

COS C300 This is the calibration span adjustment. This parameter is 
factory set and should not need adjustment under 
normal operation. See Section 12.3 for adjustment.

Parameter 
Point 1 
Designator

PDA F087 C106
value

A database datapoint whose contents will be displayed 
under the Point 1 Name (e.g., C103 to display the Alarm 
Limit 1 setting) of the parameter display.

Parameter 
Point 2 
Designator

PDB F088 C107
value

A database datapoint whose contents will be displayed 
under the Point 2 Name (e.g., C104 to display the Alarm 
Limit 2 setting) of the parameter display.

Parameter 
Point 3 
Designator

PDC F089 C108
value

A database datapoint whose contents will be displayed 
under the Point 3 Name (e.g., C105 to display the Alarm 
Dead Band) of the parameter display.

ANI0 Input 
(Display 
Only)

ANI H000 0 This is the value in engineering units of the measured 
input for ANI0 after all signal conditioning has been 
applied.

ANI1 Input 
(Display 
Only)

ANI H001 0 This is the value in engineering units of the measured 
input for ANI1 after all signal conditioning has been 
applied.

CCI Input 
(Display 
Only)

CCI L000 0 When open, a 4 - 24 V dc input signal = 0 when IINV = 0.
When open, a 4 - 24 V dc input signal = 1 when IINV = 1.
When closed, a < 1 V dc input signal = 1 when IINV = 0.
When closed, a < 1 V dc input signal = 0 when IINV = 1.

CCO Output 
(Display 
Only)

CCO L024 0 If CCO = 0 and OINV = 0, then it is open.
If CCO = 0 and OINV = 1, then it is closed.
If CCO = 1 and OINV = 0, then it is closed.
If CCO = 1 and OINV = 1, then it is open.

Control 
Action

RSW L106 1 When set to a 0, the controller output increases as the 
process value increases.
When set to a 1, the controler output decreases as the 
process value increases.

Table C-2. Database (Continued)
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Auto Status AUT L107 0 It indicates the Auto/Manual state of the controller. It is 
the logical AND of the Auto Switch (L112) and Auto 
Enable (L114). A 1 for this bit indicates auto; a 0 for this 
bit indicates manual.

Remote 
Status

RMT L108 0 It indicates the Remote/Local setpoint source for the 
controller. It is the logical AND of the Remote Enable 
(L115) and the Remote Switch (L113). A 1 for this bit 
indicates remote; a 0 for this bit indicates local.

Reverse 
Valve

RSV L109 0 This parameter provides information for the various 
control displays to indicate which direction the control 
output must go to close the final control element. A 1 
indicates that 20 mA closes the valve. A 0 indicates that 
20 mA opens the valve.

Alarm A 
Active

PA1 L110 0 See Control Alarm Mode (B335) for PA1 states assigned 
to alarm modes 0 - 6.

Alarm B 
Active

PA2 L111 0 See Control Alarm Mode (B335) for PA2 states assigned 
to alarm modes 0 - 6.

Auto Switch SWA L112 0 This logic bit indicates the state of the A/M pushbutton 
setting. It is a 1 if in auto and a 0 if in manual.

Remote 
Switch

SWR L113 0 This logic bit indicates the state of the R/L pushbutton 
setting. It is a 1 if in R and a 0 if in local.

Auto Enable AE L114 1 When a 1, this logic bit permits auto control based on the 
state of the Auto Switch (L112).

Remote 
Enable

RE L115 0 When a 1, this logic bit permits remote operation based 
on the state of the Remote Switch (L113).

Manual 
Fallback 
Disable

MFD L120 0 Under normal operation, whenever the controller is 
powered up, the Auto/Manual Selector is forced to the 
Manual position. When this datapoint is set to a 1, the 
selector will not be forced to the Manual position at power 
up, but will remain in the last position before power was 
removed.

Datalink 
No Parity

CP L256 0 This datapoint indicates if Datalink parity generation and 
checking should be turned on or off. It is set to 0 for even 
parity serial byte protocol. It is set to 1 for no parity 
protocol.

Datalink
Disable

DLD L257 0 When set to 0, it permits full Datalink communication 
capabililties. When set to 1, it disables Datalink 
communication capabilities.

Table C-2. Database (Continued)
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Datalink
No Byte
Stuffing

CB L258 0 When set to a 1, this datapoint disables the standard 
MicroMod communication protocol feature which inserts 
a 00 (NUL) byte after every 7EH (SOH) that is not the 
beginning of a message. (This permits user-written 
communications software to determine the number of 
bytes to expect in a response message.) It must be set to 
0 when using MicroMod communications software or 
equipment.

CCI 
Input 
Invert

IINV L264 0 This bit reverses the action of CCI datapoint L000 
(Contact Input); therefore, the action of this bit is 
explained in datapoint L000.

CCO 
Output 
Invert

OINV l288 0 This bit reverses the action of CCO datapoint L024 
(Contact Output); therefore, the action of this bit is 
explained in datapoint L024.

Parameter 
Display 
Modify 
Disable

PMD L313 0 When this value is 1, the datapoints in this module can 
not be altered with the pushbuttons. The values of these 
datapoints are only for display purposes. When this value 
is 0, the datapoints in this module can be altered by the 
operator with the pushbuttons when this module is 
displayed.

ANI0 
0 - 5 V
Input

NOBIAS L416 0 Setting this parameter to 1 indicates the input range is 
from 0 - 5 volts (0-20 mA) for ANI0. A 0 indicates the 
input range is from 1 - 5 volts (4-20 mA) for ANI0.

ANI1 
0 - 5 V
Input

NOBIAS L417 0 Setting this parameter to 1 indicates the input range is 
from 0 - 5 volts (0-20 mA) for ANI1. A 0 indicates the 
input range is from 1 - 5 volts (4-20 mA) for ANI1.

ANI0
Square 
Root Signal

SQRT L440 0 When a 0, it indicates the analog input 0 signal should be 
interpreted linearly.
When 1, it indicates the analog input signal should be 
interpreted as a square root representation of the value. 
When square root is selected, input signals less than 1% 
(10% input range) force the input to its zero value.

ANI1
Square 
Root Signal

SQRT L441 0 When a 0, it indicates the analog input 1 signal should be 
interpreted linearly.
When 1, it indicates the analog input signal should be 
interpreted as a square root representation of the value. 
When square root is selected, input signals less than 1% 
(10% input range) force the input to its zero value.

ANO0
0 - 20 mA
Output

OZBASE L472 0 When a 0, the percentage output of ANO0 generates a 
4-20 mA signal. When set to 1, the percentage output of 
ANO0 generates a 0 - 20 mA signal.
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